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Abstract
The Motion Planning problem has been at the core of a significant amount of
research in the past decades and it has recently gained traction outside academia
with the rise of commercial interest in self-driving cars and autonomous aerial
vehicles. Among the leading algorithms to tackle the problem are sampling-based
planners, such as Probabilistic Road Maps (PRMs), Rapidly-exploring Random
Trees (RRTs) and a large number of variants thereof.
In this thesis, we focus on a crucial building block shared by these algorithms:
nearest-neighbor search. While nearest-neighbor search is known as the asymptotically dominant bottleneck of sampling-based planners, popular algorithms to
efficiently identify neighbors are limited to robots capable of unconstrained motions, commonly referred to as holonomic. Nevertheless, this is rarely the case in
the vast majority of practical applications, where the dynamical system at hand
is often subject to a class of differential constraints called nonholonomic.
We tackle the problem with sub-Riemannian geometries, a mathematical tool
to study manifolds that can be traversed under local constraints. After drawing
the parallel with nonholonomic mechanical systems, we exploit peculiar properties
of these geometries and their natural notion of distance to devise specialized,
efficient nearest-neighbor search algorithms. Our contributions are two-fold:
First, we generalize existing space-partitioning techniques (k-d trees) to subRiemannian metrics. This is achieved by introducing i) a criterion - the outer
Box Bound - that discards halfspaces consistently with the metric and ii) a spacepartitioning technique - the Lie splitting strategy - that organizes the dataset for
optimal asymptotic performance.
3

Second, we propose pruning techniques to further improve the query runtime.
This is achieved by reducing the number of distance evaluations required to discern the nearest neighbors and exploiting heuristics that provably approximate a
sub-Riemannian metric up to a constant factor, asymptotically.
Thesis Supervisor: Emilio Frazzoli
Title: Visiting Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics
(formerly Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics)
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In robotics, a great amount of research has been carried out on motion planning over the past decades.

Sampling-based algorithms, such as Probabilistic

Roadmaps (PRM) [Kavraki et al., 1996], Rapidly Exploring Random Trees (RRT)
[LaValle, 1998] and their asymptotically optimal counterparts, PRM* and RRT*
[Karaman and Frazzoli, 2011] represented major breakthroughs in the field and
are widely used today.
Despite the sheer number of variants in the literature -

overviewed in [Kara-

man and Frazzoli, 2011], [Elbanhawi and Simic, 2014], [LaValle, 2006] - these algorithms share a common approach: they build a graph of motions between samples on the robot's configuration manifold and search the graph for an obstaclefree path between the start and goal configurations.
During the graph expansion, nearest-neighbor search is used to limit the computation to relevant regions of the graph, rather than seeking connections with
all the existing vertices. The extent of the relevant neighborhood is fundamental
to guaranteeing crucial properties of the algorithms, such as probabilistic com17

pleteness and asymptotic optimality [Karaman and Frazzoli, 2011].
More importantly, nearest-neighbor search is shown to dominate the asymptotic complexity of randomized planners [LaValle, 2006] as the graph cardinality
increases. While this bottleneck was believed mostly theoretical as compared to
collision-checking, recent work has shown that the latter can be made asymptotically irrelevant with the use of tailored data structures [Bialkowski et al., 2013]
and the practical computational role of nearest-neighbor search can be far from
negligible at relatively small cardinalities, as studied in [Kleinbort et al., 2016].
Naively, the nearest neighbors to a given query point can be found through
linear search: one can compute the distances from all the points in the dataset
and mantain the smallest ones. However, as compared to the naive approach, efficient algorithms with sublinear complexity have been studied in computational
geometry and their use in motion planning has been highlighted as a factor of
dramatic performance improvement [LaValle and Kuffner, 2001]. Among a variety of approaches, one of the most popular choices are k-d trees [Bentley, 1975],
as they are remarkably efficient in relatively low-dimensional spaces, typical of
motion planning problems.
Classic k-d trees, when balanced, are shown to have logarithmic average-case
query complexity for distance functions strongly equivalent to G, metrics [Friedman et al., 1977]. While the latter requirement is reasonable for many applications, it does not apply to distances induced by the shortest paths of nonholonomic systems. Therefore, identifying neighbors in the sense of a generic control
cost remains an important open problem in sampling-based motion planning.
Both in research literature and in practical implementations, when searching
for neighbors, randomized planners often resort to distance functions that only
18

approximate the true control cost. Arguably, the most common choices are the
euclidean distance or quadratic forms [LaValle and Kuffner, 2001]. This ad-hoc
approach can introduce suboptimal connections in the graph and significantly
slow down the convergence rate of sampling-based algorithms if an inappropriate
metric is selected, as depicted in Figure 1-1.
Suboptimal edge

New sample

Nearest Neighbor (Euclidean)

Nearest Neighbor (Control Cost)

Figure 1-1: Example of a suboptimal edge in an RRT with a car-like vehicle constrained
to move forward. Suboptimal edges can be introduced when the metric used for nearestneighbor search (euclidean) is inconsistent with the optimal control cost (shortest path
length).
A number of heuristics have been proposed to mitigate this issue, such as
the reachability and utility guided RRTs [Shkolnik et al., 2009, Burns and Brock,
2007] which bias the tree expansion towards promising regions of the configuration
space. Other approaches use the cost of linear quadratic regulators [Glassman and
Tedrake, 2010] and learning techniques [Palmieri and Arras, 2014, Bharatheesha
et al., 2014].
In specific examples, these heuristics can significantly reduce the negative
effects of finding the nearest neighbors according to a metric inconsistent with
the minimum-cost path between configurations. However, the underlying incon19
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sistency is not directly addressed. In contrast, a strong motivation to address it
comes from recent research, which shows that a major speedup of sampling-based
kynodinamic planners can be achieved by considering nonholonomy at the stage
of nearest-neighbor search [Karaman and Frazzoli, 2013].
Specialized k-d trees have been proposed to account for non-euclidean topologies of some configuration manifolds [Kuffner, 2004,Yershova and LaValle, 2007,
Ichnowski and Alterovitz, 2015]. However, no effort is known towards generalizing such algorithms to sub-Riemannian metrics, relevant to motion planning in
the presence of nonholonomic differential constraints.
In this work, we address this issue and investigate how k-d trees can be extended to cope with sub-Riemannian metrics while guaranteeing optimal asymptotic performance.

1.1

A primer on nearest-neighbor search

Nearest-neighbor search is a fundamental computational task which naturally
occurs when managing large collections of data. The goal is to preprocess the
data (build phase) in such a way that later, when a new "query" object is given,
one can efficiently identify the elements most similar to it (query phase).
Applications are ubiquitous, e.g. they range from computational geometry
to machine learning, pattern recognition, computational linguistics and more.
In other words, nearest-neighbor search is leveraged on an everyday basis by
virtually anyone who interacts with technology, e.g. through a web-search engine,
a GPS navigator or voice recognition on smartphones.
Unsurprisingly, techniques to tackle the problem efficiently have been studied
20
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extensively and a wide variety of algorithms exist, both exact and approximate
and with different properties with respect to data dimensionality and cardinality.
At the core of nearest-neighbor search lies some definition of similarity between
two given different objects, which quantifies how "close" two data points are.
Nevertheless, it is easy to find problems with a notion of similarity different from
the widely explored ones. Typical complications are:
i) the definition of similarity may defy the assumptions of a metric,
ii) similarity may be related to geodesics on a non-euclidean manifold,
iii) quantifying similarities may be a computationally demanding operation
(e.g., it may require solving a two-point boundary value problem).
Many such cases -

object of this dissertation -

are found in robotics and

induced by the motion of mechanical systems, where similarity can be associated
with certain optimal control costs (e.g., the minimum time it takes to steer a
system between two configurations). For instance, a quite regular car-like vehicle
produce metrics strictly not equivalent to the familiar euclidean distance.
This behavior can be attributed to nonholonomic differential constraints,
which locally limit the types of motions attainable around a configuration, yet do
not necessarily compromise the system's capability of moving between arbitrary
configurations (controllability).

1.1.1

Similarity and metrics

In this section, we briefly review the concept of metric, fundamental to nearestneighbor search, and introduce several other definitions used consistently throughout the text.
21
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Definition 1.1 (quasi-metric). A quasi-metric is a pair (M, dM) where M denotes a set and dM : M x M -+ R> 0 is a function of two elements of the set

such that:
" dM (x, y)
" dM (x, x)

0 for all x, y E M (non-negativity)
=

0 for all x E M (reflexivity)

* dm(x, y) + dM(y, z)

d(x, z) for all x, y, z G M (triangle inequality)

Definition 1.2 (metric). A metric is a quasi-metric (M, dM) such that dm(x, y)

=

dM (y, x) for all x, y G M (symmetry)
When Definition 1.2 holds, the function dM is referred to as a distance function. With a slight abuse of notation, we will occasionally refer to it with the
term metric as well.
The main difference between the two definitions above is that quasi-metrics
lack symmetry. These cases are induced by the shortest paths on directed graphs
(e.g., road maps with one-way streets) or by those of dynamical systems that
are not time-reversible, such as mechanical systems with a drift (non-negligible
inertia) or non-symmetric control restrictions (e.g.

the Dubins vehicle, a car

incapable of backward motion). Examples of metrics are instead pervasive in
a variety of domains: for instance, the Hamming and edit distances between
strings are widely studied due to their relevance to text searching, as well as
computational biology and genomics [Andoni, 2009]. In computational geometry,
particularly well-studied metrics are the fp distances, of which the euclidean
distance is a special case. Below, we introduce the definitions of such distances
as induced by their corresponding norms.

22
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Definition 1.3 (norm). A norm is a pair (A,1 -|1), where A
and 11- 11is a function 11-|| : M " ||x|| > 0 for all x E A

is a vector space

R>0 such that:

(non-negativity)

" ||ax|| = |al - ||x|| for all a e R, x E M (homogeneity)

* |x||

=

0 <-> x = 0 (reflexivity)

* \\x + y\l < \\xfl + \lyl (triangle inequality)
It is easy to verify that every norm

|-

induces a metric dj. 11 onto the associated

vector space Al, defined as d1j.11(x,y) =|x
converse is not true, i.e.

- yl| for x,y E M. Note that the

there exist metrics not induced by norms (e.g., the

discrete metric).

A4 is a k-dimensional vector space -

norm of a vector x E A4 -

is defined as

||x||,

:=

[E

(xX)J

where
.

Definition 1.4 (Minkowski or f, norm). The te

With p = 2, we recover the familiar euclidean norm, and in turn the familiar

euclidean distance as d2 (x, y) =
Manhattan distance di(x, y)

Z>(i
=

-

y-) 2 . With d = 0, we have the

I xi - yI and with p

=

oc, the distance

becomes d,,(x, y) = maxie [1,k] Ixi - yiI.
Definition 1.5 (ball). Given a metric (Al, dM), the ball centered at x E M of
radius R

> 0 is defined as B(x, R) := {x' E M : dM(x,x') < R}

A notion crucial to this work is the (strong) equivalence between metrics:

Definition 1.6 (strongly equivalent metrics). Two metrics (Al, di), (Al, d 2 ) are
strongly equivalent iff there exist constants a, 0 > 0 such that, for all x, y E A,

ad,(x, y) < d2 (x, y) < Od1 (x, y).
23
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Loosely speaking, Definition 1.6 establishes that equivalent metrics can be used
to estimate one another up to a constant factor. This fact is fundamental to our
contributions. In Part I, we argue that strictly sub-Riemannian metrics are not
equivalent to Riemannian ones and we address this difference at the algorithmic
level for nearest-neighbor search. In Part II, we exploit metric equivalence to
reduce the runtime of the proposed algorithms, using heuristics that estimate
small distances up to a constant factor in sub-Riemannian settings.

1.1.2

Problem Definition

In this section, we formalize two common flavors of the nearest-neighbor problem,
namely the exact m-Nearest-Neighbors (m-NN) and Range-Nearest-Neighbors(RNN) problems and introduce some notations that will be kept consistent throughout the text.
In the common setup, one is given a metric (M, d), a countable set X of
elements of M -

called a dataset -

with cardinality |X| = N and a query

object q E M. The dimension of M is denoted with k, consistently with the
literature on k-d trees (i.e., a shorthand for k-dimensional trees).
Definition 1.7 (exact m-Nearest-Neighbors Problem (m-NN)). Given a positive
integer m, find a subset K C X with cardinality |Xi = min(m, N) such that
d(n, q) < d(x, q), for all n E K and x G X/K.
Naturally, with m = 1, the above is known as the Nearest-NeighborProblem.
Definition 1.8 (exact Range-Nearest-Neighbors Problem (R-NN)). Given a nonnegative real number R, find the set of elements K := X
denotes the metric ball centered in q with radius R.
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Both versions of the problem are relevant to motion planning, since most
sampling-based algorithms can be formulated using either one with a suitable
choice of the m and R parameters as functions of N. Nevertheless, while the
correct choice of the range parameter R depends on the specific planning environment and its obstacle distribution, the choice of m can be made on the basis of
universal constants related to percolation theory [Karaman and Frazzoli, 2013].
For this reason, the m-NN formulation is arguably more popular in practical
implementations of sampling-based planners and we will reserve special attention
to it when we proposing the Interval Pruning technique in Section 5.4.

1.1.3

Existing methods and asymptotic complexity

A plethora of algorithms exist to address nearest-neighbor problems efficiently
and several extensive overviews can be found in literature, such as [Samet, 2006],
[Clarkson, 2006]. Since a comprehensive list is beyond the scope of this manuscript,
in this section we focus on broad features of existing classes of algorithms and
provide additional context and motivation to the research presented in this work.
The choice of an algorithm for nearest-neighbor search largely depends on
the problem at hand and on the nature of the similarity function. In the lack
of any structure to the similarity function, typically the only available solution
is to brute-force the problem with linear search. However, when the similarity
satisfies the assumptions of a metric, its properties can be used to devise more
efficient algorithms.

Space-partitioning and k-d trees.
-

referred to as space-partitioning-

A wide class of such efficient techniques
are based on subdividing the search space
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into non-overlapping regions during the construction phase and efficiently discarding irrelevant regions during the query phase. Partitions can be built implicitly
through metric inequalitites or explicitly, by storing the geometric boundaries of
the subdivisions (e.g. Vonoroi diagram algorithm [Bialkowski, 2014], [Berg et al.,
2008, ch. 7]).

Most space-partitioning techniques, such as Cover Trees [Beygelzimer et al.,
2006], Geometric Near-Neighbor Access Trees (GNAT) [Brin, 1995] and VantagePoint Trees [Yianilos, 1993] are general enough to handle any metric space. However, their generality is achieved by treating the metric as a "black box", which
comes at the expense of a potentially reduced efficiency. Specifically, these techniques involve explicit distance evaluations, both during the build and the query
phases and often rely solely on the triangle inequality to discard partitions.

Among these techniques, k-d trees [Bentley, 1975] stand out for their simplicity: they use hyperplanes to split the search space into nested binary partitions.
Additionally, they rely on distance evaluations only during query, which further
improves performance.

Nevertheless, k-d trees are designed specifically for fp

metrics and classically limited to datasets whose elements can be represented
as points in a vector space. These assumptions are not generally applicable to
points on sub-Riemannian manifolds, which arise in the presence of nonholonomic
systems.

An overarching goal of this work is to overcome the above limitations and
devise specialized k-d tree algorithms that rely on peculiar properties of subRiemannian metrics to ensure optimal performance in such settings.
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Asymptotic complexity.

The performance of nearest-neighbor search algo-

rithms depends on two main factors: the dimension of the search space, k and
the cardinality of the dataset, N.
As far as dimensionality is concerned, virtually all the efficient algorithms
known to date for exact nearest-neighbor search have either memory or time
complexity exponential in k. This bottleneck is known as the "curse of dimensionality" and - for k large enough -

it practically results in little to no im-

provement afforded over linear search.
In recent times, an important line of research has shown that the curse of dimensionality can be overcome by allowing approximate solutions to the nearestneighbor problem, which has led to popular algorithms such as Locality Sensitive
Hasing (LSH) [Indyk and Motwani, 1998] and several other hashing-based techniques [Wang et al., 2014]. These methods find applications in cases where approximate solutions are practically as good as exact ones, high-dimensional data
are common and increasing dimensionality can be desireable, e.g. in Machine
Learning [Andoni, 2009].
On the other hand, in most cases pertinent to motion planning, the dimensionality of the search space is constant and dictated by the dynamical system under
consideration. Additionally, the configuration space of most relevant dynamical
systems rarely exceeds dozens of dimensions.
As a result, the main focus of this dissertation is sample complexity, i.e. the
behavior of nearest-neighbor search algorithms when the cardinality of the dataset
increases, as N

-+

oc. Unless otherwise stated, such a setting will be considered

implicit when refering to asymptotic conditions throughout the rest of the text.
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The importance of e-balls.

Before proceeding, we shall provide a geometric

interpretation of the asymptotic regime mentioned above: the behavior of nearestneighbor search algorithms for N -+ oc is typically related to properties of E-balls,
i.e., metric balls with radius R

-

0.

Intuitively, in most cases, the nearest-neighbor distance from a given point
tends to zero as the number of samples tends to infinity, since the samples get
closer and closer, as shown in Figure 1-2. Mathematically, this distance is upperbounded by the dispersion of the dataset, defined as the radius of the biggest
ball that does not include any point of the set [LaValle, 2006, 5.2.3].

(b)

(a)

Figure 1-2: Euclidean dispersion of a set of points in a bounded region of R 2 for
(a) low and (b) high cardinalities. The behavior of E-balls (i.e., with radius R
characterizes the asymptotic nehavior of nearest-neighbor search algorithms as N

-

-+

0)

oc.

In this dissertation, we assume that the data and query points are sampled
from the same probability distribution. Additionally, we assume that such distribution is non-adversarial, in the sense clarified below:

Definition 1.9 (non-adversarial distribution). We refer to a probability distribution p over a metric space (M, d) as non-adversarialiff, with high probability:
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lim 6(X) = 0, where 6(X) := sup

N-+oo

xEM

min [d (x, xi)]

XjCX

and X denotes a set of N samples drawn at random according to p.
For instance, a uniform distribution on a bounded domain is non-adversarial,
as it produces dispersion 6(X) proportional to [log(N)/N] /k [Niederreiter, 1992].

1.2

Summary and organization

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows:
In Chapter 2, we provide background on sub-Riemannian Geometries and establish their connection with nonholonomic mechanical systems. The main result
reviewed is the Ball-Box Theorem (Theorem 2.2), which establishes fundamental asymptotic properties of sub-Riemannian metrics. Additionally, we illustrate
the concepts using a few examples of nonholonomic dynamical systems as a case
study.
In Chapter 3, we review the k-d tree data structure, the algorithms to construct it (both statically and dynamically) and to address m-NN and R-NN
queries. In particular, we highlight the primitive procedures of these algorithms
and their classical implementations in the presence of fp metrics.
In Chapter 4, we generalize k-d trees to sub-Riemannian metrics. First, in
Section 4.1, we focus on the query algorithm and propose a criterion -

the

outer box bound - to discard halfspaces consistently with the underlying metric. In Section 4.2, we prove a negative theoretical result (Theorem 4.2), which
reveals that the traditional O(log N) query complexity guarantee does not apply
to sub-Riemannian metrics when a k-d tree is built with classic methods. In
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Section 4.3, we finally address this problem for dynamic k-d trees with a novel
space-partitioning scheme -

the Lie Splitting strategy -

tailored to the sub-

Riemannian setting.
In Chapter 5, we propose further improvements to the query performance of
k-d trees by replacing computationally intense distance evaluations with convenient heuristics that provide lower and upper bounds to the true metric. We introduce two pruned variations of the k-d tree query algorithm: the Lower-Bound
Pruning (LBP) and the Interval Pruning (IP). Additionally, we highlight the
importance of using asymptotically equivalent heuristics -

approximations of small distances -

i.e., constant-factor

and we show how to construct such heuris-

tics for nonholonomic systems with the reviewed results from sub-Riemannian
geometry. In Chapter 6, we summarize our contributions and draw conclusions.
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Chapter 2
Preliminaries
Nonholonomic constraints are frequently encountered in robotics and describe
mechanical systems whose local mobility is, in some sense, limited in the neighborhood of a given configuration.

In this chapter, we review basic concepts

from differential geometry that are used to clarify these limitations and discuss
them quantitatively.

A formal introduction to these tools is found in [Jean,

2014], [Montgomery, 2006], while here we summarize the key concepts required
for this work and introduce our notations.
The first objective of this chapter is to highlight a key difference between Riemannian and sub-Riemannian geometries, qualitatively represented in Figure 2-1
(and later formalized in Theorem 2.2). Loosely speaking, in a Riemannian metric,
balls centered at different points have the same asymptotic behavior in all directions as their radius tends to zero, similarly to the familiar euclidean distance.
In contrast, the balls of a sub-Riemannian geometry exhibit different asymptotic
behaviors along locally-defined privileged directions.
The second objective of this chapter is to establish a connection between the
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t - 0

(a) Riemannian (

+t0

-----

holonomic)

(b) sub-Riemannian (

nonholonomic)

Figure 2-1: Qualitative difference between Riemannian metrics (a) and sub-Riemannian
metrics (b): as their radius approaches zero, Riemannian balls (e.g., for euclidean or f,
distances) scale to a point uniformly along all directions, while sub-Rimeannian balls
have privileged directions along which the ball sizes scale at different asymptotic orders.

Riemannian and sub-Riemannian

-

two classes of metrics under consideration -

and the lengths of the shortest paths of holonomic and nonholonomic mechanical
systems, respectively.

2.1

Elements of differential geometry

Differential geometry is concerned with the study of manifolds, an abstract generalization of curves (one-dimensional manifolds) and surfaces (two-dimensional
manifolds) to arbitrary dimensions. Informally, a smooth k-dimensional manifold
M is a set of points that "resembles" a Euclidean vector space Rk, in the neighborhood of each point p E M. More formally, the resemblance is provided by the
existence of a homeomorphism between a neighborhood of p and an open subset
of Rk, such that the change of coordinates between different homeomorphisms is
smooth.

For instance, a spherical surface is two-dimensional manifold just like

Earth's globe resembles a plane when standing on it. This local vector space at
a point p E M,

denoted TpM, is named the tangent space at p.
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When a manifold is endowed with a metric, we generate a geometry. A crucial
distinction arises between Riemannian vs sub-Riemannian geometries: let us
temporarily think of the distance between two points a, b E M as the result of
"counting the steps" taken while walking between them along the shortest path
on the manifold. In a Riemannian geometry, one is allowed to "take steps" in
In

all directions around a given point, i.e., arbitrarily on the tangent space.

-

contrast, a sub-Riemannian geometry allows steps only in a vector subspace
called a fiber -

of the tangent space. The collection of all "allowed subspaces"

on a sub-Riemannian manifold is called the horizontal distribution, denoted N
and the fiber of 71 at a given point p is denoted N,.
A Riemannian geometry can be seen as a special case of a sub-Riemannian
geometry where the allowed subspace coincides with the tangent space at all
points, i.e., N = TM.
Definition 2.1. A sub-Riemannian geometry G on a smooth manifold M is a
tuple G = (M, W, (., .)H), where N is a distribution on M whose fibers at all
points p are equipped with the inner product (-, -

: N, x N,

-

R.

A smooth curve -y : [0, 1] -* M is said to be horizontal if '(t) E N(t) for all
t E [0, 1]. In other words, the paths allowed by the sub-Riemannian geometry
are referred to as horizontal curves. Through to the inner product, the length of
a smooth curve is defined as: fg(Y) :=

f

/('(t),j'(t)) dt.

Definition 2.2 (sub-Riemannian distances). Given a sub-Riemannian geometry

9, let Ib denote the set of horizontal curves between two points a, b E M. Then
dg(a, b) := inf-,,rb fg(y) is called the sub-Riemannian distance between a and b.
Additionally, when the infimum is attained by a curve -*,
geodesic.
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Definition 2.3. The sub-Riemannian ball centered at p of radius r with respect
to the geometry

g

is denoted B(p, r) and defined as the open set:
B(p, r) :

2.2

{p' E M: dg (p,p') < r}.

(2.1)

Geometry of nonholonomic systems

In this section, we clarify how the mathematical concepts reviewed above describe the class of dynamical systems of our interest: driftless, symmetric and
nonholonomic.
Definition 2.4. A driftless nonholonomic system is a dynamical system of the
form:
h

(2.2)

gi(x(t)) Ui(t),

'40) =
i=1

where x(t) E X,u(t)

= (ul,...uh)T E U and gi(x) E TxX.

smooth manifolds of dimensions k and h respectively -

The sets X,bU are

with k < h -

and

referred to as the configuration and input manifolds.
Note that strictly nonholonomic systems have less control inputs (h) than
degrees of freedom (k), whereas holonomic systems are defined similarly to Definition 2.4, albeit with k = h.
As per Equation (2.2), the local mobility of nonholonomic systems is defined
by a linear combination of h input vector fields g1

...

gh.

That is, for a fixed

configuration x, the velocity i can only take values in the local span of these
vector fields. In other words, the dynamics resembles a horizontal distribution W
on the configuration manifold, with fiber Nx := Span({gi(x)} 1 _).
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However, recall that a fiber at p is defined as a vector subspace of Tp.M.
Therefore, while the velocities of the system are geometrically restricted to 7,,
a sub-Riemannian geometry shall not prescribe restrictions on their sign. Therefore, we will consider the following additional requirement:
Definition 2.5. A dynamical system is said symmetric iff its input manifold is
such that -u G U for all u E U.
The latter requirement is of fundamental importance for the well-posedness
of the nearest-neighbor problem, as it ensures that the lengths of geodesics define
a proper metric, since all feasible trajectories of the system are time-reversible.
A system is said controllable if any pair of configurations can be connected
with a feasible (horizontal) path. Determining the controllability of a nonholonomic system is nontrivial. For example, a common car-like vehicle cannot move
directly in the lateral direction, as such motion violates the no-slip condition
imposed by the friction on the rear wheels. However intuition suggests that an
appropriate sequence of motions can still result in an overall lateral displacement
(e.g., in an ordinary parallel parking manoeuvre).
In the next section, we review the tools that enable formally analyze the
controllability of a nonholonomic system.

2.3

Iterated Lie brackets

A crucial tool for the following analysis is the Lie bracket operator. The Lie
bracket of two vector fields gi and

92-

denoted

[91, 92]

-

tells whether the

result of consecutive motions along them depends on the order of execution.
Loosely speaking, if the order of execution does not matter ([91,92] = 0) any
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permutation of vector yields the same displacement, so there is no reason to
prefer a given sequence to another. If the order matters ([gi, 921 / 0), then one
can wisely exploit different cyclic sequences to move in different directions across
the manifold.
A crucial observation is that increasingly complex cyclic sequences can be
explored systematically by nesting the Lie bracket operator in an iterative fashion,
e.g. [g1,

[92,

9311, thus building a basis of the underlying Lie algebra.

In the sequel, we review the formal presentation of this process and the most
important results: Chow's Theorem and the Ball-box Theorem, related to the
controllability and the reachable sets of nonholonomic systems, respectively.

Definition 2.6 (Lie derivative). The Lie derivative of a vector field g at p E M
in the direction v C TpM is defined as dg(p)v = !g(-y(t))|=, where -y is a
smooth curve starting in p = 7(0) with velocity v

=

(O).

Definition 2.7 (Lie bracket). Given two vectorfields g1, g2 on M, the Lie bracket
[91,

92]

is a vector field on M defined as [g1, 921(p) = dg 2 (p)g1 (p) - dg1 (p)g2 (p).

From the horizontal distribution N, one can construct a sequence of distributions by iterating the Lie brackets of the generating vector fields, gi,
with h < k. This sequence can be defined recursively as follows:

H+1-

92

[1 =

... gh,

N and

-V U [-N, I1V], where [N, Ni] denotes the distribution given by the Lie

brackets of each generating vector field of N with those of R-.
Note that the Lie bracket of two vector fields can be linearly independent from
the original fields, hence 1i C 7&
Lie(), is the limit of the sequence

1.

The Lie hull [Montgomery, 2006], denoted

'N

as i

involutive or bracket-generatingiff Lie(WN)
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=

oc. A distribution N is said to be

TM.
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Remark 2.1 (Regularity). In general, involutivity is a local property: for all
p E M let r(p) denote the smallest integer such that W'(P) = TpM (or r(p)
o0

when such an integer does not exist).

When finite, r(p) is referred as the

local degree of nonholonomy at p. Additionally, define ni(p) := dim(Il,). Then
(n1(p), n 2 (p),...) is called the growth vector of W at p. A point p is said regular
if there exists an open neighborhood of M around p such that the growth vector
is constant. For simplicity, in the rest of this text, we assume that all points on
M are regular, hence the growth vector is constant on the entire manifold and
the degree of nonholonomy is globally defined.
Theorem 2.1. (Chow-Rashevskii Theorem [Montgomery, 2006, p. 44]). If W
is a bracket-generatingdistribution on a connected manifold M, then any pair of
points a, b G M can be joined by a horizontal curve of the distribution.
In other words, from a basis g1 ...
one can define a basis y 1 ,. .. y

gh

of a bracket-generating distribution W,

of TM -

often referred to as the Philip Hall

basis [LaValle, 2006, 15.4] or the adapted frame [Jean, 2014] -

using the Lie

bracket operator in an iterative fashion. Specifically yi = gi for i < h, while
the remaining k - h fields are obtained with the appropriate Lie brackets that
increment the dimensionality of W' at each step.
The sub-Riemannian weights wi are then defined as the smallest order of Lie
brackets required to generate yi from the original vector fields g1
formally, wi is such that y,

fi-l

and yi E

ftwi

for all i E {1, ...

.. . gh.

More

, k}.

A major result in sub-Riemannian geometry is that, for each point p E M,
,

one can define a system of privileged coordinates centered in p, denoted {Zf}& 1

with Zi : M -- R. This system of coordinates is such that the mobility around p
has exactly the order given by the sub-Riemannian weights along each coordinate.
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Formally, with d(p,p') = t, then Zf(p') E O(twi), as t -+ 0. This asymptotic

behavior is related to the intuition that arbitrarily small displacements in certain
directions require increasingly more time than ones of the same magnitude along
other directions. Additionally, one can define a local system of privileged axes as
the set of vector fields zj(p) := dZf|, for i E [1, ...

,

k].

Although the above property can be used to check directly whether a coordinate system is privileged, there are techniques to construct privileged coordinates
from the Philip Hall basis, such as Bellaiche's algorithm [Jean, 2014, 2.1.2].
Once a system of privileged coordinates is determined, the weighted box at p
of size E and constants p = [pi, ... pU] is defined as:

Box,"(p, e) := {p' E M : 1Zj (p')j < pjE'w for all i E [1, k]}.

(2.3)

Theorem 2.2 (The ball-box Theorem). Let 71 be a distribution on a manifold
M, both satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 2.1. Then, there exist constants
E0 E R> 0 and c,C G R>0 such that for all e < 6o and for all p E A:
Boxw (p, e) := Boxw' (p, e) c B(p, c) c Boxwc(p, c) := Box'(p, e),

(2.4)

where Boxy and Boxw are referred to as the inner and outer bounding boxes for
the sub-Riemannian ball B, respectively.
Remark 2.2. Theorem 2.2 is of crucial theoretical importance for our contributions and it quantifies the intuition previously depicted in Figure 2-1: it establishes that sub-Riemannian metrics are not equivalent to Riemannian ones
(e.g. the euclidean distance or to any fp metric). Specifically, for Riemannian
metrics, balls shrink uniformly in all directions as the radius tends to zero and
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their measure scales with p[B(q, t)]

-

tk, where k is the geometric dimension

of the manifold. In contrast, the measure of sub-Riemannian balls scales with a
higher power of their radius, namely tw, where W :=

> k is the sum

Ikwi

of the sub-Riemannian weights and referred to as the Hausdorff dimension of the
geometry.
Note that a Riemannian geometry can be seen as a special case of a subRiemannian one with h

=

notions of dimension -

geometric and Hausdorff -

2.4

k and w, = W2 = ...

= Wk

= 1.

In this case, the two

coincide.

Examples of nonholonomic systems

To illustrate how the concepts introduced above can be applied in practice, in
this section, we provide a few examples of nonholonomic systems commonly encountered in robotics.

2.4.1

The Reeds-Shepp Vehicle

The model

In the presentation of our contributions, we will largely refer to the

classic Reeds-Shepp vehicle model as a case study. This model describes a frontsteered wheeled vehicle on a plane, allowed to move both forward and backward
and it is used as a fundamental baseline for applications in autonomous wheeled
robots and self-driving cars [LaValle, 2006].
The configuration manifold is X

=

SE(2) with coordinates x
45
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(XI, x 2 , X 3 ).
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rmin
/(X)

a: 1
Figure 2-2: The Reeds-Shepp kinematic vehicle model. In blue, the coordinates: x

=

(X 1 , X 2 , X 3 ), where Xa 1 , X2 define the position of the rear axle midpoint and X3 the heading

of the vehicle.

In red, the front, heading and lateral vector fields, f(x), 0(x), 1(x)

respectively.

The mobility of the system is given by Equation (2.2), with:

0

COS(X3)

gi(x) =f(x):=

sin(X 3 )

g2 (X) =

,

(x) := 0,

(2.5)

0
on the symmetric control domain U : {(u1,U 2 ) :

IU
1l

5 Vmax, 1u 2 5 1ui r~, },

where vmax represents the maximum speed of the rear axle midpoint and rmin the
minimum steering radius attainable. For simplicity, we assume vmax = 1, rmin = 1
in the rest of this manuscript. Note that f(x) indicates the longitudinal axis of
the vehicle, while 0(x) represents the heading rotation axis. For completeness,
let:
)

sin(X3
1(x) =

COs(X3)
0
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denote the lateral axis. At each z E SE(2) the fiber of the Reeds-Shepp distribution W(s is Span{g1(z), g 2(z)}. All the dynamically feasible paths for the
Reeds-Shepp vehicle model -

i.e., paths with bounded curvature (< 1) -

are

essentially the horizontal curves of the corresponding sub-Riemannian geometry.

Controllability
-1RS,

We now construct the Lie hull of the Reeds-Shepp distribution

generated by {f(x), 0(x)}. For every x E SE(2), the control vector fields

span a two-dimensional subspace of Tx(SE(2)). The first order Lie bracket is
given by:
0

d

X)

0

0

0

0

=

0

0

0

0

0

1

-asin(X3) COS(X3)

=W..

- sin(x 3

)

-

[, (x)(X)

=

cos(X3)

'(X)

0

The Lie bracket above coincides with the body frame lateral axis 1(x) of the
vehicle. Therefore, the second order distribution

H2

= Spanr{f(x), 0(x), [f, OI(x)}

coincides with the tangent bundle of SE(2), and thus the Lie hull is obtained in
the second step using the basis y 1 (x)
I(x).

f(x), y 2 (x)

=

(x), y 3 (x)

=

[yi, y 2](x)

Since the distribution is bracket-generating, by Theorem 2.1 there is a

feasible motion connecting any two configurations, which is consistent with one's
intuition about the wheeled robot.

Distance computation

Given two configurations, the geodesic through them

can be found in closed form, as first introduced in [Reeds and Shepp, 1990]. The
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geodesics for this system -

named Reeds-Shepp curves -

are proved to be a

sequence of straight lines and minimum-curvature arcs of circle that can easily
be built through elementary geometric constructions.
Scaling of the reachable sets
know that f(x), 0(x) E

1'

From the controllability analysis above, we

so the corresponding weights are wf = wb = 1.

Conversely, i(x) first appears in 712, so its weight is w7= 2. One can verify that,
for this system, zi(p) = yj(p) for all i E [1, ...

,

k] and for all p E M. Namely, the

local privileged axes coincide with the Philip Hall basis.
Theorem 2.2 states the existence of inner and outer bounding boxes for the
reachable sets as t -+ 0 and predicts the infinitesimal order of each side of these
boxes, as shown in Figure 2-3. Higher order Lie brackets correspond to sides that
approach zero at a faster asymptotic rate. The longitudinal and angular sides
-

along j and 0 -

with E(t

).

2

scale with

E(t),

while the lateral one -

along [ -

scales

Therefore, both boxes become increasingly elongated along f and

6 and flattened along i as t - 0. Intuitively, this geometric feature of the subRiemannian boxes reflects the well known fact that a small lateral displacement
of a car requires more time than an equivalent longitudinal one.
The box constants

For this vehicle model, the sides of both the inner and

outer sub-Riemannian boxes can be easily computed explicitly. First, their extension along 0 is trivially determined by observing that one can keep a constant
maximal angular velocity throughout a manoeuvre, i.e., with JU2 (t)|I

1, and

therefore C6 = q = 1, while the remaining sides can be found with elementary
geometric considerations sketched out in Figure 2-4.
-

Specifically, in Figure 2-4(a), we highlight four extremal configurations
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Figure 2-3: Reachable sets and sub-Riemannian boxes for a Reeds-Shepp vehicle around
a configuration q and for different values of t. The lengths of the box sides are highlighted. For both the inner and outer boxes, as t -+ 0, the sides along the front

f

and

heading b axes are linear in t, while the side along the lateral axis [ is quadratic in t.

Note the different scales across figures: by definition, the shapes above "fit" into each
other from left to right like in a russian doll.

A, B, C and D - on the boundary of the reachable set in time t, which correspond
to special manoeuvres of the vehicle. In Figure 2-4(b), we determine the halfsides of the outer box: B is reached through a pure forward motion and defines
the maximum longitudinal displacement, yielding Cf = 1, whereas D is reached
through a pure turn, resulting in the maximal lateral displacement of 1- cos(t) ~

t2 /2, i.e., C7

=

1/2. In Figure 2-4(c), the lateral half-size of the inner box is

determined through a parallel-parking manoeuvre towards A, composed of four

arcs of circle of minimum-steering radius, each with length t/4, resulting in a
lateral displacement of 4[1 - cos(t/4)]

t 2 /8, yielding cg = 1/8. Last, in Figure 2-

4(d) we show the manoeuvre that determines the front half-size of the inner box,
i.e., a turn with gear switch yielding cf =
49
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Figure 2-4: Determining the constants for the weighted boxes of a Reeds-Shepp vehicle
through selected bounding manoeuvres.

Ball-Box Theorem through elementary considerations for the Reeds-Shepp case,
these results will later be used to construct computationally efficient heuristics
that accurately approximate the Reeds-Shepp distance.

2.4.2

Attitude control with two rotation axes

A rigid body with a fixed point in 3D is a well-known 3-DOF system: three
rotational actuators on linearly independent axes trivially enable full control of
the body's orientation. Namely, one can rotate the actuators simultaneously with
appropriate angular velocities and implement a continuous rotation of the body
around an arbitrary axis, in a holonomic fashion.
However, with two actuators, the system becomes nonholonomic and it can
still be steered to any configuration, albeit with non-trivial manoeuvres, described
by the horizontal paths in the underlying sub-Riemannian geometry.
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Underactuated satellites

This problem is of practical interest for underactu-

ated satellites. For instance, in 2009 NASA launched the Kepler space telescope
in the search of habitable exoplanets. The satellite, placed in a heliocentric orbit,
collects scientific data from stars beyond the Solar system and its orientation
is crucial: the telescope needs to point towards an assigned target, while the
solar panels must be exposed to the Sun. For redundancy, Kepler was initially
equipped with four reaction wheels. However, two reaction wheels failed by May
2012, leaving Kepler with only two available axes of rotation and spurring important countermeasures from the Kepler team to extend the duration of the
mission [Larson et al., 2014].

y

goal:
(a) z, -7r/2

(b) y, 7r/2

(c) x, 7r/2

(d) y, -7r/2

Figure 2-5: Visualizing a satellite's attitude controllability with only two rotation axes.

(a) A direct rotation around z is unfeasible due to a broken reaction wheel, however in
(b)-(d) we show how to achieve the same goal pose using the x and y reaction wheels.
Inspired by this example, in Figure 2-5 we show a simple case where a satellite
is rotated around z by combining motions around the x and y body axes. With
the mathematical tools reviewed in the previous sections, the reachability result
intuitively visualized in the figure can be generalized to any pair of configurations
and explained through a formal controllability analysis, summarized below using
a few simplifying assumptions.
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The model

Referring to the schematics in Figure 2-6, let us consider the ori-

entation of a rigid body in three dimensions.
inertial frame of reference and B

=

Let F = {fi, f2, f3} denote an

{x1, x 2 , X 3 } a frame attached to the body,

where x 1 , x 2 and x 3 are principal axes of inertia. Integral with the body, consider
.

two reaction wheels that actuate rotations about axes x 1 and x 2
X3

X2
472

fi

T

f2
X1

Figure 2-6: Schematics of a rigid body with two rotation actuators
The configuration manifold for this system is commonly referred to as the 3D
rotation group or Special Orthogonal Group of dimension 3, denoted as SO(3).
A configuration of the system - a "point" on the manifold - is a rotation matrix
In our conventions, we assume that the columns of R are the

R E SO(3).

body vectors x 1 , x 2 , X3 expressed in world frame coordinates, namely such that
[R ]ij := x-

f-.

The tangent spaces TRSO(3) are isomorphic to each other at all R E SO(3)
and particularly, to the tangent space at the identity, T1 SO(3), also known as
so(3), the group's Lie algebra. As a result, the latter is used as a proxy for the
tangent space at any point.
More precisely, so(3) is the vector space of 3 x 3 skew-symmetric matrices and
it can be generated with the canonical basis:
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0 0
81

0

a2

0 0 -1
0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

-1

3

=

0 0

0 -1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

(2.6)

For clarity of notations, note that in the expression above we have used the
hat operator applied to the canonical basis of R 3 . Intuitively, the 1, 2 and
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skew-symmetric matrices are associated to infinitesimal rotations around x1 , x 2
and x 3 , respectively.
In its general form, the dynamics of the system are:

R(t) = R(t) Q(t)
(2.7)
JQ(t) = [I Q(t)] A Q(t) +-T1(t) e1 +

72 (t) e2

where JI is the matrix of inertia, Q is the angular velocity expressed in body
frame, Q C so(3) is a the skew-symetric matrix associated to the angular velocity
through the hat operator and

Ti(t),,T 2 (t)

are the control torques exerted by the

-

reaction wheels about x 1 , x 2

For simplicity, let us assume that the body has a spherical ellipsoid of inertia,
J1 3 , where J C R> 0 and 13 denotes the 3 x 3 identity matrix. In turn,

i.e., I

=

JQ

JQ and the term (IQ) A Q

=

=

0 cancels out. To study controllability from

a geometric standpoint, we can abstract away the torques and assume angular
velocities as our control inputs. Namely, let ui(t) = J- 1 fJ Ti(t) and assume that
the body starts at rest at time zero, Q(0) = 0.
It follows from the assumptions that Q(t)
53
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U 1 (t)e 1+u 2 (t)e 2 . In turn, plugging
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the latter into Equation (2.7) and omitting the dependence on time, we get:
R=R 1 u+R

2

2

(2.8)

.

g 2 (R)

gi(R)

Note that the equation above is of the form of a driftless nonholonomic system
(Equation (2.2)), where the rotation matrix R takes the role of the configuration
variable and the highlighted quantities, gi(R), g2(R) define the control vector
fields on the manifold. Finally, we need to assume a symmetric control domain,
which - for simplicity - we consider to be U : {u = (ui, U2 ) E R 2 :

Controllability

IU I

<

1}.

In this section, we show how the controllability of this sys-

tem can be determined through the iterated Lie brackets procedure reviewed in
Section 2.3. For every R E SO(3), the control vector fields only span a twodimensional subspace of TR(SO(3)), since only rotations around x, and

2 are

directly accessible in the first order. More formally, the horizontal distribution is
given by 'H

= H = Span(gi(R), g2 (R)), which is a strict subset of the tangent

space. We therefore move to the second order analysis.
Preliminarily, let us focus on computing the Lie derivative dg1 (R)g 2 (R). Using
the exponential map of 92, consider the curve 7Y 2 (t)= R exp(8 2 t), which describes
a rotation about

2 happening

at constant speed from initial orientation R. This

curve is such that -y2(0) = R and ' 2 (0) = g2 (R). Consistent with Definition 2.6,
the Lie derivative can be expanded as:
d

dg,(R)g 2 (R) = d[g,(y 2 (t))]

d

= d [R exp(2t) - 61]
t=o

R6261
t=O
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Conversely, repeating the above steps with swapped indices yields:

e2

.

dg 2 (R)g1(R) = R

The first-order Lie bracket of the two control vector fields is then given by:

[gi(t), g2 (t)] =dg2 (t)g1(t)

0

0

o 0 -1

0

0 0

1

[-1

0

R

0

R(1

dg1 (t)g2 (t)

0

0 0
R

-

0 0 0

0

1 0 0
-0 0 0

1

0

0
1

-

82 si)=

-

1

0

0

0

0 0

-1

0

-1

0

0 0 -1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

00

=R I

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

11

=R86

Intuitively, this shows that a cyclic sequence of infinitesimal rotations around
x 1 and x 2 results an infinitesimal rotation around x 3 , which is inaccessible in a
first order analysis. More formally, the second-order distribution -

i.e., 7H 2

Span(gi, g 2 , [gi, 921)- coincides with the tangent space at all points: Theorem 2.1

applies, showing that the distribution is in fact involutive and the system is
controllable.
Distance computation

Similarly to the Reeds-Shepp case, the geodesics for

this system can be found in closed form, as first introduced in [Billig, 2014].
,

These curves are proved to be composed of elementary rotations about x 1 , x 2

-

and possible segments about the rotation axis (x 1 + x 2 )/2 - or equivalently
segments during which both reaction wheels are activated at the same time.
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Chapter 3
The k-d tree algorithm

In this chapter we review the k-d tree algorithm, a generalization of binary search
trees to higher dimensions, initially proposed in [Bentley, 1975]. While a large
number of optimizations and variants have been proposed [Maneewongvatana
and Mount, 1999], [Arya et al., 1998], [Samet, 2006, @1.5.1.4], we describe the
algorithm in its original form and propose a fairly general formulation that will
later enable extensions to manifolds typical of motion planning, as well as nonMinkowski metrics.
Note that in this presentation of the algorithm, we assume that the data
points lie on a manifold with the standard topology, a subset of Rk. As such, this
space is endowed with the standard inner product, denoted (-, -)R and Lebesgue

measure, denoted p(-). In Appendix A, we will outline how this description can
be adapted to data on spaces with a different topology than Rk, commonly found
in robotics.
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3.1

Anatomy of a k-d tree

A k-d tree T is a binary tree organizing a finite dataset X C R k. Each data
point xi E X is put in relation with a normal vector ni E R'. Together, the pair
Vi = (xi, ni) defines a vertex of the binary tree. A vertex defines a partition of Rk
into two regions, referred to as the positive and negative halfspaces, respectively
described algebraically as:
[j(xi, ni)

I=
x zIRk: (ni,X)

k

>

{xi, Ix EIRk :(njXRk <(niXi)Rk}

31

jX)R

(3.1)

The set of all vertices in the tree is denoted with V and an edge is defined as
an ordered pair of vertices e = (vi, vj). Being a binary tree, the k-d tree can
be formally defined as the tuple T := (V, 8-, S+), with V set of vertices, S- set
of left edges and S+ set of right edges. Given an edge e = (vi, vj), the vertex
vj is referred to as the left child of vi if e E S-, or the right child if e E S+.
Let parent(vi C V) = vj E V s.t.

(vi, vj) E S

U S+.

By convention, let

parent(vi) = 0 if such vj does not exist. In such case, vi is called the root of
T and denoted vi = root(T). Let child(vi E V, s E {-,+}) =
(vi, v3) E

SS,

E V s.t.

or otherwise 0 if such vj does not exist.

The k-d tree property

The fundamental invariant of k-d trees is that left

children belong to the negative halfspace defined by their parents and right children
to the positive halfspace. Recursively, a vertex belongs to the parent halfspaces
of all its ancestors. As a result, a k-d tree defines a partition of M into nonoverlapping polyhedra, called buckets [Friedman et al., 1977], that cover the entire
manifold. Let 0T denote the set of buckets for a given k-d tree T and for any
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given point q E M, let bq the unique bucket containing q. Note that buckets are
associated with the leaves of 'T and with parents of only-child leaves (i.e., leaves
without a sibling).

3.2

Query algorithms

In this section, we review how to address m-NN and R-NN queries using a k-d
tree. Before proceeding, it is worth mentioning that k-d trees are quite versatile
data structures and have multiple other uses, e.g., intersection queries, region
queries, and partial match queries [Bentley, 1975].
For nearest-neighbor queries, the computational efficiency afforded by the
algorithm comes from the following observation: at each step, candidate nearest
neighbors are only to be sought in a ball centered in the query point q with a
certain radius p. Specifically, in R-NN queries, p is constant and equal to R,
while in m-NN queries, p can be updated dynamically based on the candidate
nearest-neighbors found thus far by the algorithm. Now, consider a vertex (x, n)
and suppose the query point q is contained in + (x, n) and B(q, p) C r+ (x, n).
For the k-d tree property, the data points represented by the sibling of (x, n) and
all of its descendants are contained in

- (r, c) and are therefore at a distance

greater than p. Thus, the corresponding subtree can be omitted from the search.
Below, we introduce a number of primitives that will be used to define the
query procedure in Algorithm 1.
Side of hyperplane. A procedure sideOf(x,p,n)
n

C R'.

-

{-,

}, with x,p E M,

Returns + iff x E [+(p, n) and - otherwise. For convenience, define

opposite(+) = - and vice-versa.
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Candidates' Queue. The k-d tree query algorithm maintains a priority queue Q
to collect results. The queue is a sequence

Q

=

[q 1, q2 , ...], where each element

qj is defined as a distance-vertex pair qi : (di, vi), with di E R>o, vi E V. The
insertion of a new element qnew

= (dnew, fnew)

is denoted with

Q

U qnew and all

the internal updates to preserve the invariants are considered implicit in the L
notation. Specifically:
" In R-NN queries, the queue is constrained to accept only distances less
than R. During insertion, if

dnew

> R, the element is ignored. The queue

is initialized to Qo := 0 and the supremum of the queue is defined as
sup(Q) := R.
" In m-NN queries, the queue's cardinality is fixed to m and the elements are
ordered by increasing distance; i.e. d, < d 2

< ...

< d, is an invariant of the

data structure. The queue is initialized to Qo := {qi:

= (oc, 0)} and the

supremum of the queue is defined as sup(Q) := dm, i.e., the biggest distance
present in the queue. During insertion, if dnew < dm, then q, is discarded
and the indices of the remaining elements are rearranged to maintain the
invariant.
Ball-Hyperplane Intersection. A procedure that determines whether a ball
and a hyperplane intersect. Precisely, ballHyperplane(x, R, p, n), with x E M
and R > 0, returns true if B(x, R) n rj(p,n) # 0. Note that it does not need to
return false otherwise.
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Algorithm 1: k-d tree query
1 define query (q c M, T = (V, S~, E+)):
2

Q -Q0;

3

define querySubtree (q E M, vi = (xi, ni) e V):
// caller reached leaf
if vi = 0 then return;
s - sideOf (q, xi, ni);
//descend to child containing q
querySubtree (q, child(vi, s)) ;
// add vertex to the queue
Q +- Q LJ {(dist(q, xi), vi)} ;
// check for intersections
if ballHyperplane (q, sup(Q), xi, n) then

4

5
6
7
8

// initialize queue

querySubtree (q, child(vi, opposite(s))) ;

9
10

querySubtree (q, root (T)) ;

11

return Q;

3.3

// visit sibling

// start recursion from root

Build algorithms

The performance of nearest-neighbor queries is heavily dependent on how the k-d
tree is constructed. In the sequel, we describe two popular approaches to build
k-d trees: batch (or static) and incremental (or dynamic).

In the batch algorithm, all the data points are processed at once and statistics
of the database determine the vertices of the tree at each depth. This algorithm
guarantees a balanced tree, but the insertion of new points is not possible without
re-building the tree. Conversely, in the incremental version, the tree is updated
on the fly as points are inserted, however, the tree balance guarantee is lost.
Both algorithms find applications in motion planning: the batch version can
be used to efficiently build roadmaps for off-line, multiple-query techniques such
as PRMs, while the incremental is suitable for anytime algorithms such as RRTs.
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3.3.1

Batch(/static) k-d tree construction

The following primitive procedures will be used to describe the batch construction
of k-d trees, defined in Algorithm 2. The range of a set S C Rk along direction
d is defined as:

rng (S) = sup(X, d) Rk-

inf

(3.2)

x, d)Rk.

XeS

xeS

Maximum range. Let maxRange : 2x e Rk. Given a subset D E 2x of the
data points, maxRange determines a direction 1 along which the range of data
is maximal.

We consider the formulation in [Friedman et al., 1977], where 1

is chosen among the cardinal directions {ei}ji[O,...k-1], so that maxRange(D)
argmax[rng , (D)].
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Median element. Let median: D x Rk -+ D, where D E 2x is a subset of the
data points. Given D and a direction 1, median returns the median element of D
along direction 1.
Algorithm 2: Batch k-d tree build algorithm.
1 define build (X):
2
V--0;
-0;
+;
3
define buildSubtree (D E 2X, vi = (xi, ni) E V, s

0 then return;

4

if D =

5

nnew

6

Vnew <--

7

if s

8

9
10
11

-

Initialize tree

// caller reached leaf

maxRange (D);

(xne, nne) ;

//

c {-,+}):

Xnew

V

+-

<--

median (D, nnew)

V U Vnew;

# 0 then Ss +-- S U (Vi, new) ;
L <- D n - (Xnew,inew); R +-- D\(L U Xnew);
buildSubtree (L, Vnew, buildSubtree (R, Vnew,
buildSubtree (X, 0, 0);
return T = (V, E-, +);
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3.3.2

Incremental(/dynamic) k-d tree construction

A key operation to build a k-d tree incrementally is to pick splitting hyperplanes
on the fly as new data points are inserted.

This is achieved with a splitting

sequence, which we define as:
Splitting sequence. A map ZM : N> 0 x M

a R k that, given an integer 6 > 0

and a point p C M, returns a normal vector n associated with them.
Algorithm 3: Incremental k-d tree build algorithm.
Insert in k-d tree T
(V, 8+, -), start recursion with

insert(rne,

root(T)).

1 define insert (Xnew E M, vi = (xi, ni) E V):
2
if V = 0 then
3

nnew

4

return

5
6
7
8
9
10

-Z

(0, Xnew); V+--

(Xnew

,

/if

nnew)

;

tree is empty...
//

..

.add root

side +-- sideOf (Xnew, Xi, ni) ; c +-- child (vi, side)
if c = 0 then
nnew
- ZM (depth(vi) + 1, Xnew) ; Vnew
(Xnew, nnew);
V +- V U Vnew ; Eside
(sie, vnew)
return

insert (Xnew, c)

Classic splitting sequence.

When dealing with k-dimensional data, one usually

chooses a basis of cardinal axes {ei}e [o..._k-1.

The normal of the hyperplane

associated with a vertex v is typically picked by cycling through the cardinal
axes based on the depth of v in the binary tree.

Let "6 mod k" denote the

remainder of the division of integer 6 by integer k. Then, the classic splitting
sequence is defined as:
Z 4 lassic(6, x)
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3mod k]

(3.3)
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Chapter 4
Sub-Riemannian k-d trees
In this chapter, we focus on generalizing the k-d tree algorithm to sub-Riemannian
metrics, while ensuring optimal asymptotic behavior with respect to the cardinality of the dataset.
In Section 4.1, we extend the range of applicability of k-d trees from Riemannian metrics to sub-Riemannian ones. This is achieved by proposing an efficient query algorithm that discards halfspaces according to the sub-Riemannian
boxes, as opposed to other heuristics like the point-to-hyperplane Euclidean distance. In Section 4.2, we prove a negative theoretical result (Theorem 4.2): despite the efficient query scheme, k-d trees built with classic splitting approaches
lead to super-logarithmic query complexity when the underlying metric is subRiemannian, contrary to the traditional gurantees found in literature for i, distances. Our result generalizes the well-known O(log N) upper bound by Friedman
et al, [Friedman et al., 1977], which emerges as a special case of Theorem 4.2.
In Section 4.3, we address this problem and propose a novel partitioning technique to dynamically build k-d trees efficiently in the presence of sub-Riemannian
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metrics, which we refer to as the Lie Splitting strategy.
Finally, in Section 4.4 we show experimental results using the Reeds-Shepp
vehicle as a case study, while also comparing our algorithms to state-of-the art
alternatives: GNAT and Hierarchical Clustering, as implemented by popular
open-source libraries, namely OMPL [;ucan et al., 2012] and FLANN [Muja and
Lowe, 2009].

Note on topology.

Before proceeding, it is worth mentioning that even the

simple case of a Reeds-Shepp vehicle poses complications due to topology. The
key issues relate to: i) the definition of hyperplanes on sub-Riemannian manifolds,
since the notion of inner product is limited to the tangent bundle and ii) the
treatment of coordinates "wrapping around".
In most cases of interest, the manifold is practically described by choosing
a coordinate system, or covering the manifold with multiple ones (charts). As
a result, one or multiple k-d trees -

one per each chart -

can store the data

points based on their coordinates, i.e., essentially k real numbers. Therefore, one
can interpret the data points as vectors in Rk while building the data structure.
On a single k-d tree, this kills temporarily the effects of topology, which must be
recovered in the query phase. A more thorough discussion on methodologies to
account for nonstandard topologies is deferred to Appendix A.
For the rest of this chapter, the simple remark above shall allow us the use
of inner product and Lebesgue measure on Rk, intended in the sense induced by
the choice of one or multiple coordinate systems on the manifold.
Most of the material presented in this chapter has been published by the
author in [Varricchio et al., 2017].
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4.1

Querying a sub-Riemannian k-d tree.

In the classic analysis of k-d trees [Friedman et al., 1977, eq. 14] the distance
d(., -) is assumed to be related to a sum of component-wise terms, di(., .), also
referred to as coordinate distance functions, namely:
k

d(x, y) = F

for a suitable function F : R>O

-

di(xi,y)

,

(4.1)

R>O. Note that the above assumption encom-

passes the Euclidean distance and all Minkowski metrics in general.
Additionally, hyperplanes are considered aligned to the cardinal directions
associated to the chosen coordinate axes.

Under these conditions, the ball-

hyperplane intersection procedure is straightforward and it reduces to comparing
the highest candidate-distance, dm, with di(xi, qj), where (x,

&) denotes

the cur-

rent node, q denotes the query point and xi, qj denote the components along 8i
of the current data point and query point, respectively.
However, this simplification is not available for other metrics, for which balls
generally have nontrivial shapes. As of today, this assumption makes k-d trees
de facto unavailable for distances other than the Minkowski metrics.
Relaxed ball-hyperplane intersection.

To resolve this issue, we propose a

relaxed ball-hyperplane intersection, i.e., one that admits false positives. However
while doing so, we care to ensure that the asymptotic order of false positives be
as small as possible as the cardinality of the k-d tree increases.
A relaxed ball-hyperplane intersection procedure consists in checking that
V(x, t)

n

[j(p, n)

$

0, where VO is an "outer set" with a convenient geometry, i.e.,
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a set such that B(x, t) C V(x, t) for all x E M, t > 0 and such that intersections
with hyperplanes are easy to define. Clearly, p(V0 (x, t))/p(B(x, t)) > 1 and it is
desirable that this ratio stays as small as possible.
Optimality of the outer box.
that the choice V(x, R)

A crucial consequence of Theorem 2.2 is

Box'(x, t) offers optimal asymptotic behavior, since

the volume of the outer set scales with the smallest possible order, namely
p(Box'(x, t)) E E[p(B(x, t))]. This fact is fundamental to devise efficient query
algorithms for nonholonomic systems.
Example (Ball-hyperplane intersection for a Reeds-Shepp vehicle). The reachable sets shown in Figure 2-3 have a nontrivial shape. Let us consider two possible
implementations of the ball-hyperplane intersection procedure:
+

1. Euclidean Bound (EB). Define the set C(p,t) = {x E SE(2) (x1 - P1) 2
(x 2

-

P2)

2

; t 2, X 3

-

P

< 2t}, i.e., a cylinder in the configuration space

with axis along 0. Since the Euclidean distance

|la -

b|| is a lower bound

to dRs(a, b), then B(x, t) C C(x, t) and ballHyperplane can be correctly
implemented by checking C(x, t) n h(p, n) # 0.
2. Outer Box Bound (BB). In this case, the procedure checks the condition
Box"'(x, t)

n h(p, n) #

vertices of the box

0. A simple implementation is to test whether all
8 for a 3-dimensional manifold -

are on the same

halfspace defined by r(p,n).
While Euclidean bounds (EB) are a simple choice, the Outer Box Bound (BB)
method approximates the sub-Riemannian ball more accurately. In fact, as t -+ 0,
1

(C(p, t)) E E(t3 ), while p(Box'(p, R)) E
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E(t')

and therefore the volume of the

4.2. SUPERLOGARITHMIC COMPLEXITY: THE NEED FOR BETTER
PARTITIONS
cylinder tends to be infinitely larger than the volume of the outer box. As a result, method (BB) yields an asymptotically unbounded speedup in the algorithm
compared to (EB), as confirmed by our experimental results in Section 4.4. In addition, any other implementation of the procedure will at most provide a constant
factor improvement with respect to method (BB).

(a) True intersection

(b) Euclidean Bound (EB)

(c) outer Box Bound (BB)

Figure 4-1: Implementations of the ball-hyperplane intersection procedure (Reeds-

Shepp metric): (a) due to the complex geometry of balls, detecting intersections with
hyperplanes exactly is a non-trivial computational task. While the Euclidean Bound (b)
and the outer Box Bound (c) both offer relaxations easy to implement, the latter performs optimally -

modulo a constant factor -

due to its asymptotic "tightness" to

the metric ball, stated in Theorem 2.2.

4.2

Superlogarithmic complexity: the need for
better partitions

In this section, we discuss the expected asymptotic complexity of m-nearestneighbor queries in a k-d tree built according to Algorithm 2.
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1
2

1

2

%AAA ~logN
...

n

Figure 4-2: Sketching out the complexity analysis of a balanced k-d tree: the ball
B(q, din) (greeen) contains the nearest neighbors sought by the algorithm, hence the nj
buckets overlapping with it (blue) must to be visited. In turn, all the nodes highlighted
in red must be visited and their number (n,) can be upper-bounded with ni log N.

Let B(q, d.) be the ball containing m nearest neighbors to q. For the correctness of the algorithm, all the vertices contained in this ball will be examined, and therefore, all the buckets overlapping with it. As we recall from Section 3.1, buckets are associated with leaves, and therefore the algorithm will visit
as many leaves as the number of such buckets, formally: nj E
S:= f{b E _4T b n B(q, dm)

#

e(flI),

where

0} and ni denotes the number of leaves visited by

the algorithm.
Once the number of visited leaves is known, proofs rely on the following
fact: since the batch algorithm guarantees a balanced tree, descending into nj
leaves from the root requires visiting n, E O(n, log N) vertices, where N is the
cardinality of the database X. This relation is obtained by considering ni distinct
paths from the root to the leaves. More specifically, the common ancestors shared
by the ni leaves are counted multiple times, thus producing an upper bound to
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the number of visited nodes. The expected query complexity is then given by:

E (n,) E 0 [E (ni) log N],

(4.2)

where we are only left to determine the behavior of E(n) as N -+

cx.

Theorem 4.1 reviews the seminal result, originally from [Friedman et al., 1977],
that the expected asymptotic complexity for a Minkowski (i.e., Ef) distance is
logarithmic. In Theorem 4.2 instead, we derive the expected complexity for subRiemannian metrics and show that it is generally worse than logarithmic. In the
sequel, we assume that the data points are randomly sampled from M with a
non-adversarial probability distribution p(x) (see Definition 1.9).
Theorem 4.1 ( [Friedman et al., 1977]). If the distance function used for the
nearest-neighborquery is fp, then the expected complexity of the nearest-neighbor
search on a k-d tree built with Algorithm 2 is O(log(N)) as N

-+

oc.

For the detailed proof, we suggest reading the original work by Friedman et
al., while here we report key facts used in our next result. In [Friedman et al.,
1977, pg. 214], it is shown that:
E[p(B(q, dm))]

m
,
(N + 1) p(q)'

(4.3)

with no further assumptions on the metric and the probability distribution p(x).
In a batch-built k-d tree, the expected asymptotic shape of the bucket bq
containing the query point q is assumed hyper-cubical.
with m = 1, E(p(bq)) ~Nl., '1
have sides of expected length E(lq)

From Equation (4.3)

. Thus, hyper-cubes in a neighborhood of q
[(N + 1)p(q)]-/k.
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Using these facts, it is
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then shown that the expected number of visited leaves is asymptotically constant
with the size of the database, E(ni) E E(1) and therefore the average query
complexity is logarithmic, as per Equation (4.2).
Theorem 4.2. Let the distance function used for the nearest-neighbor query be
a sub-Riemannian metric on a smooth connected manifold M with a bracketgenerating horizontal distribution with weights {wi}.

Then the expected com-

plexity of the nearest-neighbor query on a k-d tree built with Algorithm 2 is
O(NP log(N)) as N -+ oc, where the expression for p is:

-

) with W:= wi = Hausdorff(g). (4.4)

p

,
w<W/k

k

Proof. For N large enough, Theorem 2.2 ensures the existence of inner and outer
bounding boxes to the sub-Riemannian ball B(q, din).
From Equation (2.4) and (4.3):
k

k

E(d)w - F ci <

1
1 < E(dm)w
N +l1p(q)

Ci.
_1~~WJi

(4.5)

Therefore, the expected distance to the m-th nearest neighbor scales asymptotically as E(dm) E E(N- 1 /w) for N -+ oo. Recall from above that a bucket bq has

sides of expected length lq

=

(/1/ [(N + 1)p(q)] or equivalently, lq E E(N-1/k).

We are now interested in the asymptotic order of the number of buckets overlapping with a weighted box of size dm. Let nh(d, lq) the number of hypercubes
intersected by a segment of length d embedded in a grid of Rk with side lq.
Note that asymptotically, nh(d, lq)

c

E([d/lqg) as (d, lq) -+ 0. Since a box has

k orthogonal sides, each with expected length E(dm)wi, the expected number of
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visited buckets, is:
E~nz) E

E(dm)w'~

k

i=1C:
6)i=
1 w 46

~

E

.

kif

4

In the latter product, only the factors with exponent > 0 contribute to the
complexity of the algorithm, while the other terms tend to 1, as N

-

oC. In

other words, the query complexity is determined only by low order Lie brackets
up until wi < W/k.

In fact, along the direction of higher order Lie brackets,

reachable sets shrink to zero faster than the side of a k-d tree bucket. Following
up from Equation (4.6), we get:

E(ni) E E

f

N--

/

E (NP) ,

-

p=

.

(4.7)

Ws &W/k

(i Wi<k

From Equation (4.2) it follows that the expected complexity of the query algorithm is given by E(n,) E O(NP log N) as N -+ oc.

E

This results shows that the asymptotic performance of balanced k-d trees built
with classic splitting is degraded in the presence of a sub-Riemannian metric, to
an increasing extent with an increasing degree of nonholonomy of the system. We
now present two important corollaries, also instrumental as crucial sanity-checks
for Theorem 4.2.
Corollary 4.1 (Recovering the Riemannian case). For holonomic systems, the
query complexity is logarithmic, in accordance with Theorem 4.1.
Proof. For holonomic systems, w, = w 2

Wk =

1, then W

=

k and p

=

0
D

from Equation (4.4).
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Corollary 4.2 (Sublinear query complexity). The expected query complexity of
a k-d tree constructed with Algorithm 2 is between logarithmic and linearfor any
sub-Riemannian geometry with an involutive distribution.
Proof. By definition, wi > 1 for all i, then also W

=

E

wi > k. The, for

all i such that wi < W/k, one can state 0 < wj/W < 1/k < 1. It follows that
0 < -

<

. Then p can be bounded with:
k W

wW/k

k
wW/k

-

[0,1).

(4.8)

The latter confirms that using k-d trees is still always preferable to naive
linear search, regardless of the degree of nonholonomy of the system.
Example. For the Reeds-Shepp car, k = dim[SE(2)] = 3, wf = w6 = 1, wi = 2
and W = wi + w6 + wi = 4. Only wf and w6 satisfy wi < W/k, therefore,

according to Theorem 4.2, the expected query complexity of a batch kd-tree is
0 (VN/ log N). We confirm this prediction with experiments in Section 4.4.
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4.3

Building a sub-Riemannian k-d tree: the Lie
splitting strategy

The result introduced in Theorem 4.2 suggests that the classic build algorithm
fails to partition the manifold as efficiently as in the Riemannian case. In this
section, we provide an explanation of this inefficiency and propose an improved
splitting strategy tailored to sub-Riemannian geometries, which we refer to as
the Lie splitting strategy.
The basic working principle of k-d trees is the ability to discard subtrees
without loss of potential nearest-neighbor candidates during a query. For each
visited node v = (x, n), the algorithm checks whether the current biggest ball in
the queue, B(q, d,) intersects (x, n). If such an intersection exists, the algorithm
visits both children of v, otherwise one child is discarded and so is the entire
subtree rooted in it. To reduce the asymptotic complexity, it is thus desirable
that during query, a k-d tree presents as few ball-hyperplane intersections as
possible.
In the classic splitting strategy, hyperplanes are chosen cycling through a
globally defined set of cardinal axes. However, we have shown that nonholonomic
systems have a set of locally-defined privileged axes and that the reachable sets
have different infinitesimal orders along each of them. When the metric comes
from a nonholonomic system, the hyperplanes in a classic k-d tree are not aligned
with the reachable sets and the buckets have different asymptotic properties than
reachable sets. This can make intersections frequent, as shown in Figure 4-3(a).
Ideally, to minimize the number of ball-hyperplane intersections, the buckets
in a k-d tree should approximate the bounding boxes for the reachable sets of the
81
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y

C

(a) Classic k-d tree construction
Figure 4-3:

(b) Lie k-d tree splitting strategy

Qualitative comparison of a classic k-d tree with its counterpart built

with the proposed Lie splitting strategy. For nonholonomic systems, reachable sets
(red, blue, green) are elongated along locally defined privileged axes. The smaller the
sets, the more pronounced their aspect ratios. The Lie splitting strategy adapts the
hyperplanes locally to the sub-Riemannian balls and decreases the expected number of
ball-hyperplane intersections, thus reducing the expected asymptotic query complexity.

dynamical system, as depicted in Figure 4-3(b). To achieve this, we propose a
novel splitting rule, named the Lie splitting strategy, which exploits the differential
geometric properties of a system and the asymptotic scaling of its reachable sets.
The Lie splitting strategy is based on the following two principles:
1. The splitting normal associated with each data point x is along one of the
privileged axes in that point, i.e., ZM(6, x) E {z 1 (x), z 2 (x) . .. Zk(X)}.
2. The buckets of the k-d tree, in expectation, scale asymptotically according
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to the weighted box along all privileged axes as t -+ 0. Formally, for all
q E M and for all pairs of privileged axes zi(q), zj (q),
E Irng ,j(,) (b q)

.

Wi Erng zj (q) (bq)I)

E

(4.9)

The latter requirement prescribes the asymptotic behavior of the sequence ZM
as the detph of the tree increses, i.e., 6

oc. In turn, this requirement also

-+

prescribes the desired asymptotic scaling of the buckets.
Namely, let ni(6) = I{n < 6: ZM(n, x) = zi(x)}, i.e., the total number of
splits in the sequence ZM along axis zi before index 6. As 6

-

oc, the expected

bucket size along zi after ni(6) scales according to :

E [rngz(q)(bq)

E

C

].

(4.10)

Finally, in terms of the number of splits, eqs. (4.9) and (4.10) yield:

ni(6) - wj ~ nj(6) -wi

for all i,j C [1, . .

k] as 6 -

oc.

(4.11)

Simply put, each privileged direction should be picked as a splitting normal
with a frequency proportionalto its weight. Note that this is only relevant asymptotically, i.e., as 6 -

oc.

Example. For the Reeds-Shepp vehicle, a valid Lie splitting sequence is:

{

I(x),

ZR(6,x) :=

f(x),
f(),

if 6

0 or 6 -=1 (mod 4)

if 6

2

(mod 4)

if 6

3

(mod 4)
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It is easy to verify that this satisfies Equation (4. 11). In fact, lateral splits occur
in the sequence twice as often as longitudinal and lateral splits.
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4.4

Experimental results

In this section, we validate and compare our algorithms with different methods
from widely used open-source libraries FLANN [Muja and Lowe, 2009] and OMPL
[;ucan et al., 2012].
In order to produce the performance plots shown below, we proceed as follows:
for each algorithm, we grow a k-d tree up to certain test cardinalities. Once a
test cardinality is reached, we evaluate the average performance over 1000 queries
seeking for m

=

2 neighbors. We then repeat the procedure until the maximum

test cardinality is reached. Note that batch k-d trees are rebuilt from scratch at
each test cardinality.
The data and query points are drawn in advance at random from a uniform
distribution in the region [-10, 10]2 x (-7r, r], so that the same exact data and

query sequences are used across all the analyzed algorithms for a fair comparison.
Up to cardinality 104, all algorithms are tested for correctness by comparing
the results with those obtained through linear search. At higher cardinalities, we
instead cross-verify their results for practical reasons.

4.4.1

Experiment 1: superlogarithmic complexity

In this experiment, we aim for an empirical confirmation of the theoretical results
introduced in Section 4.2.
In Figure 4-4, we plot the average number of leaves visited when querying a
batch k-d tree with Euclidean (blue) and Reeds-Shepp metrics (solid red). While
the blue curve settles to a constant value, in accordance with Theorem 4.1, the
red curve exhibits polynomial growth, revealing that the overall complexity is
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indeed superlogarithmic for the sub-Riemannian case.
When normalizing the latter curve by
good approximation -

%VN(dashed

red), we observe -

with

a constant asymptotic behavior. This observation is con-

sistent with the growth rate determined by Theorem 4.2.
For an additional informative comparison, we also report the average number
of leaves visited during Euclidean queries of an incremental k-d tree (black). This
shows how - due to the lack of balance -

incremental k-d trees tend to visit

-0-..........
-*----

101

-

Batch - dE
Incremental, Z'assic - dE
Batch - dRS, BB
Batch - dRS, BB normalized by

-

- -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

-

-

1 2

-

more vertices than their batch counterparts (blue).

N: cardinality
101

102

104

103

105

106

Figure 4-4: Experiment 1: Average number of leaves visited during query vs cardinality
of the k-d tree. In the legend, dE and dRS indicate Euclidean and Reeds-Shepp queries,

BB indicates the outer Box Bound for ball-hyperplane intersections, Zlassic indicates
the classic splitting sequence.
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4.4.2

Experiment 2: Lie Splitting

In this experiment, we monitor the total number of distance evaluations and the
running times observed with different combinations of build and query algorithms.
All results are summarized in Figure 4-5.
Specifically, Figures 4-5(b) and 4-5(a) reveal that the proposed outer Box
Bound (BB) ball-hyperplane intersection method (curves (iii), (iv), (v)) reduces
significantly the average query time and the number of distance evaluations as
compared to Euclidean bounds (EB) (curves (i) and (ii)), consistently with our
predictions in Section 3.2.
The Lie splitting strategy (v), further improves query time, as compared with
classic splitting (iii), with no ripercussions on build time.

More importantly,

curve (v) exhibits a visibly smaller slope than (iii) at high cardinalities, revealing
that the speedup afforded via Lie splitting is by more than a constant factor
(precisely, the NP factor in the complexity result of Theorem 4.2). Interestingly,
the incremental k-d tree with Lie splitting (v) also outperforms its batch-built
classic counterpart (iv), guaranteed to be balanced.
Even more pronounced speedups emerge when comparing the proposed k-d
trees with other state-of-the-art techniques, such as Hierarchical Clustering from
FLANN (vi) and Geometric Near-neighbor Access Tree (GNAT) from OMPL (vii).
Note that -

to the best of our knowledge -

all the implementations of k-d

trees currently available off-the-shelf are unusable with nonholonomic metrics
altogether, since they are limited to distances of the form of Equation (4.1).
Therefore a direct comparison has not been possible.
All the tested k-d trees visibly outperform Hierarchical Clustering (vi) both
in build time and query time. In contrast, GNAT offers competitive query times.
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Figure 4-5: Experiment 2: Performances of several k-d tree algorithms for the ReedsShepp metric. In the legend, EB indicates the Euclidean Bound and BB denotes the
outer Box Bound for the ball-hyperplane intersection procedure. In turn, Z'assic and
Z7i indicate the classic and Lie splitting sequences, respectively.
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(iii)
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However, its insertion is

-

100x slower than incremental k-d trees, since a sig-

nificant number of distances are evaluated in the build phase, while k-d trees
only evaluate distances during query. This is also reflected in a noticeably higher
asymptotic rate of distance evaluations, revealed in Figure 4-5(a), curve (vii).
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Chapter 5
Asymptotically optimal pruning
for sub-Riemannian k-d trees
In the previous parts of this dissertation, we have focused on generalizing the k-d
tree constructionand query algorithms to correctly cope with the metrics induced
by nonholonomic constraints. In this chapter, we instead focus on improving the
performance of the k-d tree query algorithm.
The enabling remark can be exposed as follows: in the presence of nonholonomic constraints, evaluating distances is generally a computationally demanding
task. On the other hand, all the techniques for exact nearest-neighbor search must
rely at some point on explicit distance computations. This is unavoidable: during
a query, the distances between the query point and the candidate neighbors must
be explicitly compared with the desired range (in the R-NN problem) or among
themselves (in the m-NN problem) to construct a solution.
To address this, we propose pruning techniques aimed at reducing the number of distance evaluations necessary to discern the nearest neighbors, based on
95
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heuristics that approximate the true nonholonomic metric. From a control theory perspective, finding heuristics for a given control cost requires ingenuity and
it is typically an ad-hoc process. General approaches to synthesize bounds for
the cost of steering dynamical systems are object of recent research, ranging
from learning-based approaches [Gomoluch et al., 2017] to algebraic techniques
such as sum-of-squares programming [Paden et al., 2017]. However, there are no
theoretical guarantees as to the pruning effectiveness of the produced heuristics.
Focusing again on driftless, symmetric nonholonomic systems, we now address
the questions: i) what are good heuristics for these systems? and ii) how can we
generate them?
Along the lines of our previous results, we exploit sub-Riemannian geometry
to identify a specific class of heuristics that are both computationally inexpensive
and guarantee optimal asymptotic pruning effectiveness, up to a constant factor.
Most of the material presented in this chapter has been published by the
author in [Varricchio and Frazzoli, 2018].

5.1

Asymptotically equivalent heuristics

In most practical motion planning applications, once a k-d tree is built, the main
computational bottleneck during query is the distance evaluation on line 7 in
Algorithm 1. In fact, distances are defined as the optimal cost of steering the
system between two configurations (see [Karaman and Frazzoli, 2010,

111]). In

the most general setup, this requires solving a two-point boundary value problem numerically. In a few specific cases, the solution is known in closed form,
however its computation usually entails a relatively high number of operations,
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as compared to the remaining components of Algorithm 1. For instance, to compute a distance in the Reeds-Shepp case, one has to construct 48 trajectories and
compare their lengths [Reeds and Shepp, 1990].
In this section, we address the mentioned bottleneck by replacing calls to
the distance function with calls to computationally efficient heuristics, H, and
H., whenever possible. These heuristics shall provide lower and upper bounds
to the distance, respectively, i.e., H(p, q) < d(p, q) < H,(p, q) for all p, q E M.
Although they are only approximations of the metric, if chosen carefully, H and
H, can render a significant number of distance evaluations unnecessary (pruning)
at negligible computation cost.
Heuristics are generally found by exploiting peculiar properties of a given
dynamical system. For instance, below we suggest an arguably simple choice of
heuristics for the Reeds-Shepp vehicle.
Example (Euclidean heuristics for the Reeds-Shepp vehicle). Given two configurations p = (px, pypo), q = (qx, qy, o) E SE(2), then:
qy) 2

,

-

H Eucl(p,q) ="(Px

-

1

c)

2

+

2

(5.1)

HEucl(p, q) =HE"(p, q)

7

are respectively lower and upper bounds for the Reeds-Shepp distance between p
and q. The lower bound can be easily explained, since a straight line connecting
p, q is not dynamically feasible under general positions of p, q. The upper bound
instead derives from the fact that a Reeds-Shepp curve never entails arcs of circle
whose absolute-value sum exceeds an angle of -T.
Clearly, not all heuristics are equal, and the speedup attained through pruning
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depends on the specific choice of heuristics. This shall effectively shift one's focus
on finding "good heuristics". In the next section, we show that, for nonholonomic
systems, on can use the mathematical tools reviewed in Section 2.3 to produce
heuristics with optimal pruning effectiveness at all the cardinalities of a k-d tree,
as opposed to generic heuristics like the one introduced in Example 5.1.

The

optimality of such heuristic derives from the fact that, as the distance tends to
zero, the estimates produced induce a metric equivalent to the geodesic distance
for the sub-Riemannian geometry.

5.2

Ball-inclusion vs. lower/upper bounds

In this section, we clarify the relationship between the sub-Riemannian boxes
and lower/upper bounds to the sub-Riemannian metric. Intuitively, we use the
following fairly general argument: if the balls of a certain metric d' contain those
of another metric d with the same radius, then d' is a lower bound to d. Simple
examples of this fact are shown in Figure 5-1, while in Lemma 5.1 below, we formalize the argument in relation to sub-Riemannian geometries, using the results
of the Ball-Box Theorem.
By Definition 2.3, sub-Riemannian balls centered in p are essentially sublevel
sets of the sub-Riemannian distance from p. Similarly, we can regard outer boxes
as the sublevel sets of a suitable function, 70 (p, x) := maxi=[1,k]

J(Zf(x)/C)-wi1,

such that, by Equation (2.3)
Box,(p, r) = {p' E M : T(p, p') < r}.

(5.2)

Lemma 5.1. There exists a constant E0 > 0 such that, for all E < E0 and for all
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(0, r)

-oo(O, r):= { xIoo < r}
\62(0,'r) :
- -

----

(0)

-

('r,0)

{1xH12 < r}

B 1(0,r): {I|x1 <r}
Be (0, r)

{

3(x2 + y 2/2) < r

Figure 5-1: Visualizing the relationship between metric inequalities and ball-inclusions.
Since Be(0, r)

C

B2(0, r)

B1(0, r)

C

Boo(0, r) for all r E R>O, then

IIXI|oo

2xH|

lix1*1 5 \/3(x 2 +y 2 /2) for all x = (x, y)T E R2.
p, q E M, T,(p, q) is a lower bound to the sub-Riemannian distance d(p, q).
Proof. Consider two points p, q E M and call r, = Tr(p, q) s.t. r < 6o, then
clearly q

Box0 (p, ri) from Equation (5.2). Since B(p, rj) C Boxo(p, rj) by Equa-

tion (2.4), then also q

B(p, ri). In turn, this implies that d(p, q) ;> r, = ro(p, q)

by Definition 2.3, i.e., the outer box is in fact associated to a lower bound of the
sub-Riemannian distance.

0

With an analogous argument, one can show the correspondence of inner boxes
with an upper bound ri, such that Tj(p, q) > d(p, q) for all p, q E M.
Although To and Tr are acceptable lower and an upper bounds for d(p, q), they
only represent quasi-metrics (Definition 1.1): they lack symmetry, due to the
local validity of the privileged coordinates around a given point. To overcome
this, we define:
Hox (p, q) := max [To(p, q),T(q, p)

(5.3)

Huo' (p, q) :=min[Tj(p, q),Tj(q, p)].

Remark 5.1. As opposed to the euclidean heuristics from Equation (5.1), the
box-heuristics defined above are known to estimate the sub-Riemannian metric up
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to a constant factor, for arbitrarilysmall distances. We refer to this property as
asymptotic equivalence.
Based on these results, we will present two variations of the k-d tree algorithm with a reduced number of distance evaluations: one using Lower-Bound
Pruning (LBP) and a second one using both lower and upper bounds, which we

refer to as Interval Pruning (IP).

5.3

Lower-Bound Pruning (LBP).

In this variation of the algorithm, the lower-bound distance to the query point q
can be exploited as a quick way of discarding a newly visited data point xi. In fact,
if H(q, xi) exceeds the highest distance in the queue, the evaluation of d(q, xi)
is unnecessary. This behavior is achieved with a straightforward modification of
Algorithm 1, reported below in Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4: k-d tree query with Lower-Bound Pruning (LBP)
1 define query-lbp (q C .M, T = (V, 9-, S+)):
...

7

]

// Lines 2-6 from Algorithm 1

if H(q, xi) < sup(Q) then Q <- Q UL{(dist(q, xi), vi)}
// Lines 8-11 from Algorithm 1
... ]

K

Despite very significant performance improvements with experimental results in Section 5.5 -

which will be confirmed

Algorithm 4 suffers from a worst-case

linear query complexity. Per se, this is a known fact about k-d trees in general,
which also affects the unpruned query technique (Algorithm 1). However, in both
algorithms, the worst case also entails a linear number of distance evaluations,

which is undesireable when computing distances is an especially demanding task.
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5.4

Interval Pruning (IP).

The worst-case linear complexity of Algorithms 1 and 4 is caused by the fact
that binary decisions are taken at each visited node solely on the information
available from previously explored branches of the k-d tree, thus making the
algorithm sensitive to adversarial traversal orders.
While an overall linear complexity of k-d tree queries is generally unavoidable
in the worst case, Interval Pruning prevents that a linear number of distance
evaluations occur, in the specific case of m-NN queries.
Loosely speaking, the technique is designed to postpone all the distance evaluations (evaluation phase), so that one can first collect and exploit as much
information as possible from the heuristics (traversal phase). In doing so, we are
trading a reduction in distance evaluations with an increased amount of visited
vertices.
To take full advantage of both the lower and the upper bounds, we design
a specialized data structure, which we refer to as a Bounded Interval Priority
Queue, Q'. In principle, this data structure behaves similarly to the priority
queue described in Section 3.2. However, instead of known quantities that can
be directly compared, Q, accepts intervals, i.e., compact subsets of R, for which
only a partial order is defined. Internally, Q, maintains only the intervals that
might contain the m lowest values and updates its supremum sup(Q1 ) i.e., the
worst-case higher value of the m-th biggest element. Below, we detail an efficient
implementation of the Qr data structure, while the pseudocode of the Interval
Pruning query algorithm is reported in Algorithm 5.
The Q, data structure can be described as a pair (Q,, Q,), with the following
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components:
Sup-Queue Q,

A bounded priority queue of size m, with elements Q,

[qi, q2 , . . , qm], where each qj is a real-vertex pair qi
property ui

u2

a new element

< --- <

=

(ui E R>o, vi E V). The

um is an invariant of this data structure, that is, when
s.t. unew < urn is inserted, qm is discarded and the

(Unew, Vnew)

indices of the remaining elements are updated accordingly. Since the queue is
kept ordered, these updates are implementable with O(log Q, ) operations. The
number um is the worst-case distance of the m-th nearest neighbor from q, which
we refer to as the supremum of the interval queue, sup(Qi) := ur. Note that the
quantity sup(Qi) is monotonically non-increasing during a query.

Candidate Queue

Q,

This collects the candidate nearest neighbors ordered

by increasing lower bounds. Specifically, Qc = {cj}_ 1 , where each element is a
real-vertex pair ci

=

(1i E R>o, vi E V) such that 11

When sup(Qi) is decreased,

Qc is minimally

12 < ...

ir

sup(Q).

truncated to maintain the invariant,

i.e., the least number of tail elements are discarded. Similarly, these updates
are implementable with O(log QcI) operations. Note that all the vertices in
also appear in

Qc,

hence IQ, I

Q,

IQ, and the number of candidates shall not be

limited to a maximum cardinality.

Interval insertion Let insert(Qj, [L, U], v) denote the insertion into Q, of
the interval [L, U] associated to vertex v. This operation can be implemented
as: Q,

-

Q, 9

{(U, v)},

Qc

+-

Qc 9 {(L,

v)}, where 9 expresses the addition

of new elements into the queues with implicit internal updates to preserve their
invariants.
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Interval retrieval

Let popFront(Qi) be a primitive that removes from Q, and

returns the first vertex in

Q,

associated to a non-zero measure interval. When

no such element exists, the procedure returns 0.
The IP k-d tree query procedure is then split into two phases:
* in the traversalphase, the k-d tree is explored without distance evaluations.
At each visited data point xi, we insert into Q, the lower and upper bounds
to its distance from q, while sup(Q1 ) is used to discard halfspaces.

In

Figure 5-2 we show the behavior of Q, during this phase.
ei

e
b i

I

Ibi
a

-ICI-

0

sup(Q1 )

0

sup(Q)

(b)

(a)

Figure 5-2: Traversal phase of the Interval Prority Queue during 2-NN query. (a) At
an intermediate stage, Qi holds 3 candidate intervals, referring to the nodes {a, b, e}
of the k-d tree. (b) After visiting node c, the supremum is lowered to Hu(q, c) and a is
discarded. Note that the candidates are kept in ascending ordered of lower bounds.
* in the evaluation phase, we walk through the ordered candidates left in Q,
after the traversal and we evaluate their exact distances from the query
point q. At each evaluation, Q, updates its supremum, thus dynamically
discarding additional candidates. In Figure 5-3, we show the behavior of
the interval priority queue during this phase.
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b
b

ee

b

I---, C

C
0

d(q,e)

0

d(q, b)

(a)

0

(b)

(c)

Figure 5-3: Evaluation phase of the Interval Prority Queue. (a) Computing the distance
from e to the query point q. This leaves the supremum unchanged. (b) When evaluating
candidate b, the supremum drops to d(q, e), thus causing c to be discarded, (c) Final
result with

{b, e} left in the queue, as the 2 nearest neighbors to q.

Algorithm 5: k-d tree query with Interval Pruning (IP)
1 define query-ip (q E M, T = (V, S-, S+)):
2
Qs, Qc <- {qj:m = (0, oo)}, Qi<-(Q 8, QC);
3
define querySubtree (q G M, vi = (xi, ni) E V):
4
if vi= 0 then return;
5
s -- sideOf (q, xi, ni);
6
querySubtree (q, child(vi, s))
8

insert (Qj, [di(xi, q), du(xi, q)], vi)
if ballHyperplane (q, sup(Qj), xi, ni) then

9

querySubtree (q, child(vi, opposite(s)))

7

// Traversal phase
10

querySubtree (q, root (T))
// Evaluation phase

11
12
13

5.5

while v = (x, n) -- popFront(Qi) and v

$

0 do

L insert (Qj, [d(q, x), d(q, x)]);
return Qi;

Experimental results

In this section, we test the performance of the proposed k-d tree query algorithms,
with the metric generated by the geodesics of a Reeds-Shepp vehicle. Specifically,
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we test the Lower-Bound Pruning (LBP) and Interval Pruning (IP), coupled with
both the Euclidean and Box Heuristics introduced in Equations (5.1) and (5.3),
respectively. For comparison, we also include in our tests the unpruned k-d tree
query algorithm and a Geometric Near-Neighbor Access Tree (GNAT) [Brin,
1995].

To date, the latter is designated in OMPL [ ucan et al., 2012] as the

default algorithm of choice to address Nearest-Neighbor Search within samplingbased planners.
The performance plots of Figure 5-4, are proceed in a similar way as in Section 4.4: we build a k-d tree up to certain test cardinalities. Once a test cardinality is reached, for each algorithm we perform 1000 queries, in the search for
m = 2 nearest neighbors and evaluate the average performances. Specifically,
we monitor the number of distance evaluations and the number of visited nodes
during queries. We then repeat until a maximum test cardinality of Nmax = 106
is reached. The query points are drawn in advance at random from a uniform
distribution in the region [-10, 10]2 x (-7r, 7r] and the same query sequence is used

across all the analyzed algorithms. Up to cardinality N

-

10', the correctness

of the algorithm is verified by comparison with the results of linear search. At
higher cardinalities, results are cross-verified for practical reasons.
As compared to the unpruned k-d tree (curve (iii), Algorithm 1), in Figure 54(a) we observe that both the LBP and the IP with the Box heuristics (v)-(vi)
cause a significant reduction of distance evaluations, respectively by observed
factors of ~20 and ~65 at Nmax. Noticeably, the IP variant computes a nearminimal' number of distances (~3.44 at Nmax), which also appears asymptotically
constant, for practical purposes. As expected, it also visits more nodes than its
'the least no. of evaluations is the no. of neighbors seeked, m = 2.
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LBP counterpart, due to delaying the distance computations.
Additionally - as anticipated in Section 5.4 - we observe significantly worse

results when using the Euclidean heuristics.

Specifically, the LBP algorithm

with HEuc (curve (iv)) fails to maintain its pruning effectiveness at high cardinalities, while the corresponding IP variant (ii) exhibits a remarkably suboptimal
behavior. The latter is precisely due to the fact that HEuCl does not define an
asymptotically-equivalent metric. As the cardinality of the k-d tree increases, the
sample dispersion tends to zero, while the measure of the intervals inserted in Qr
stays constant, 7r. In turn, the ratio sup(Qi)/dm grows unbounded and causes the

algorithm to visit an asymptotically unbounded number of unnecessary sibling
branches. This undesired behavior is also confirmed by the significantly different
asymptotic slopes of curves (ii) and (vi) in all the performance plots, corroborating the importance of using pruning heuristics asymptotically equivalent to the
underlying metric.
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Figure 5-4: Experimental results comparing GNAT (i) and the unpruned k-d tree
algorithm (iii) with different pruned query algorithms (ii, iv, v, vi).

The latter are

obtained from all the combinations of pruning (LBP / IP) and Heuristics (HEUCl
presented in Section 5.1.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
In this thesis we have investigated nearest-neighbor search on sub-Riemannian
manifolds. The motivation is two-fold: first, nearest-neighbor search dominates
the asymptotic computational complexity of sampling-based algorithms for motion planning; second sub-Riemannian manifolds are pervasive in robotics, as
they arise naturally in the presence of mechanical systems with nonholonomic
differential constraints.
In the first part of this dissertation, we have generalized the k-d tree algorithm
to account for such differential constraints, while ensuring optimal asymptotic
performance. In particular, we have first proposed a criterion bound -

the outer box

to discard halfspaces consistently with the metric. Since this method

uses sub-Riemannian boxes as a tight approximation of the reachable sets of the
system, we have argued that it is optimal up to a constant factor. Subsequently,
we have revealed a negative result: despite the optimal query algorithm, the query
complexity of a k-d tree built with the classic median-split partition scheme is still
degraded in the presence of sub-Riemannian metrics. Specifically, the runtime
111

is O(NP log N), where p E [0, 1) depends on the degree of nonholonomy of the
system.

To address this issue, we have finally proposed a novel partitioning

scheme - the Lie Splitting strategy

for incremental k-d trees, which affords

O(log N) expected query complexity for sub-Riemannian metrics.
In the second part of this dissertation, we have focused on further improving
the query performance of k-d trees, by replacing computationally intense distance
evaluations with convenient heuristics that provide lower and upper bounds to
the true metric. We have introduced two pruned variations of the k-d tree query
algorithm: the Lower Bound Pruning (LBP) based solely on the lower-bound
heuristic and the Interval Pruning (IP) based on both the lower and the upper
bounds. In addition, we have identified asymptotic equivalence to the true metric
(i.e., the ability to estimate arbitrarily small distances up to a constant factor) as
a crucial property for optimal pruning behavior at high cardinalities. Finally, we
have proposed a construction of such heuristics for nonholonomic systems using
properties of the underlying sub-Riemannian geometry.
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Appendix A
Notes on topology
Classically, k-d trees are designed for the standard topology, i.e., where the data
can be represented as a set of points lying in Rk or a subset of it. In motion planning, however, other topologies are easily encountered. For instance, a revolute
joint is topologically described by a circle, S', while the configuration manifold
of a simple two-arm planar robot is homeomorphic to a torus. Even the ReedsShepp vehicle, with X = R2 x S', has a circular component in its configuration
manifold.
When designing efficient nearest-neighbor algorithms, these topologies cause
peculiar complications, which have been object of extensive research [Kuffner,
2004,Yershova and LaValle, 2007,Ichnowski and Alterovitz, 2015]. One important
issue is that k-d trees rely on binary partitions, which require a notion of positive
and negative halfspaces with respect to an oriented hyperplane. Non-standard
topologies challenge this very notion: e.g., on a circle, any two points are both
"to the left" and "to the right" of each other.
A powerful idea to treat non-standard topologies is found in [Ichnowski and
113

Alterovitz, 2015]: one can patch multiple k-d trees, built on charts that cover the
entire manifold. While the technique is applied specifically to SO(3), it essentially
only relies on the definition of a manifold and therefore it is potentially quite
general. In [Yershova and LaValle, 2007], a few topologies relevant to robotics
are instead addressed using a single k-d tree and a judiciously altered rule to
explore sibling branches during query.
In the previous presentation of our results, we have instead silently dealt with
topology for the Reeds-Shepp vehicle using a simple technique that we will call
the ghost-query method.
Along the lines of [Yershova and LaValle, 2007], we build a single k-d tree on
Rk without altering the construction algorithm, while topology is only considered
in the query phase.

However, in [Yershova and LaValle, 2007], partitions are

visited or discarded based on a topology-specific Hausdorff' distance from the
currently visited node.

This distance is generally not equivalent to the true

metric and only used during query, to make binary decisions consistent with the
topology. Additionally, Hausdorff distances become nontrivial to compute when
partitions are non-rectangular polyhedra with axis-unaligned hyperplanes.
While conceptually similar, our ghost-query technique does not require additional distance computations, it is less invasive and has a straightforward geometric interpretation in most practical cases.

given a metric d on a manifold M, the Hausdorff metric dH is its generalization to sets.
Specifically, dH(A, B)
EinfEA,bEB d(a, b), where A, B C M.
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A.1

Universal covers, fundamental domains.

Inspired by the case of an S 1 topology, in this section we outline the ghost-query
technique for a restriced class of "simple" manifolds, which can be handled with
the use of a single k-d tree. Specifically, we introduce the following assumption:
Assumption A.1. The search manifold M admits a universal cover in Rk.
Equivalently stated, there exist a simply connected set E C R k and a smooth
surjective function p : E

-+

M -

called a covering map -

such that all x E

M are evenly covered by p. A point x is evenly covered by p if, for all open
neighborhoods U of x, the preimage p- 1 (U) is the union of a number of disjoint
sets {V,} -

called the sheets of the covering -

such that the restriction of p to

each V, is a homeomorphism [Munkres, 2000, 53].
Since the covering map p is surjective, it is associated with a fundamental
group. The latter is a collection "~" of automorphisms -

also referred to as deck

transformations or identifications - under which the covering map is invariant,
i.e.

p(q) = p(q') for all q'

-

q.

Simply connected manifolds have a trivial

fundamental group, i.e., consisting only of the identity. This is the case of the
standard topology on Rk.
However, when the manifold is not simply connected, the fundamental group
is nontrivial. For instance, in the S1 topology, shown in Figure A-1, the choice
of a coordinate system induces an equivalence relation q ~ q + 27r -n, n E Z.
In this case, it is intuitively clear that one can conveniently store the coordinates in the patch F

=

(-7r,7r] of the real line. More formally, such a patch

can be described as a fundamental domain of the covering space under the action
of ~-'-, that is, a connected subset F C Rk that contains a single representative
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THE GHOST-QUERY TECHNIQUE.
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Figure A-1: Visualizing the ghost query technique for a simple S' topology.

point of all the orbits of the group action.
In general, while the data points (red in Figure A-1) lie on the manifold, we
suggest to build the k-d tree on a fundamental domain of the covering space under
the action of the fundamental group. This effectively corresponds to "flattening"
the manifold on a subset F C Rk and temporarily discarding its topology, which
will be recovered in the query phase as outlined below.

A.2

The ghost-query technique.

Let q - F be a query point expressed in the fundamental domain. Refering
to Figure A-1, the "vanilla" k-d tree query algorithm around q returns A as the
nearest neighbor, while the closest point on the manifold is in fact B. To fix this,
we propose a minimally invasive modification: we merge the results of multiple
"vanilla" queries around a suitable set of points Q(q), e.g., for the S' case in
Figure A-1, Qs1 (q) = {q, q'}. This can be achieved through sequential queries
around each point in Q(q), while maintaining a single priority queue through the
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entire process.

In general, the set of vanilla queries Q(q) shall include q and an additional set
g(q) := Q(q)/{q}

of "ghost queries" outside the fundamental domain. Clearly,

all the ghost queries must be equivalent to q according to the identification -.
However, not all the points equivalent to q are eligible as ghost queries, for instance, it is unnecessary to query around q" in Figure A-1. The choice between
q or q" depends on the coordinates of q. In general, the ghost queries can be
chosen according to the same topology-specific distances defined in [Yershova and

LaValle, 2007], albeit with a single computation per query and identification. For
the S' topology, we have:

Qs1 (q) := {q} U gs1(q),

with

gs1(q)

{q'},

q'

=

argmin IuI.
uE{q

(A.1)

27r}

This technique is generalizable to other topologies, once a suitable coordinate
system and the related identifications are chosen. Additionally, it scales up easily
to higher-dimensional compound spaces, that is, manifolds of the form M =

M1

x M 2 x ... x M. One such example is given by the configuration space of

a car-like vehicle:

Example (Ghost queries for SE(2)). I Recall that SE(2) is homeomorphic to R2 X
S1, such that a point is decomposed into x = [x, y]T G R2 and

fundamental coordinate 0 E (-1r, 7r].
component, i.e., QR2(x)

=

E

E S1, with

No ghost queries are required for the R 2

{x}, while a ghost query is required to deal with S',

according to Equation (A.1).

Hence, for the query point q
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r], one shall merge the results of two vanilla queries, namely:

(-r,

x

x
QSE( 2 )(q)

QR2

(x, y) X Q1(0)

{

y

0

,

y

.

(A.2)

0'

The above is precisely how we tackled topology to construct the experimental
results presented in Section 4.4 and 5.5.

Another common topology encountered in robotics is that of a k-torus, found
for instance when studying planar robots composed by an open chain of k rota-

tional joints.
Example (Ghost queries for the k-torus). A k-torus T k is the cartesianproduct of
k circles, namely T' = [Si]k. Similarly, its fundamental domain can be defined as
:

ET

[Fs1]- (-

k. For a given query point q

= [01,02,..., 0 k]

Fk, one

has to merge the results of 2 k vanilla queries, around the set of points QTk() =
Qs1(01) x Qs1 (02) x

...x Qs1(0k).

In Figure A-2, we show an example of ghost

points for the 2-torus.

In terms of average-case query complexity, ghost queries only introduce a
constant factor overhead, similarly to the technique in [Yershova and LaValle,
2007]. In fact, one can naively upper-bound the query runtime with the sum of
the runtimes of all vanilla queries 2 . However in practice, the runtime of later
queries is significantly reduced thanks to the pre-existing priority queue.
2

the number of vanilla queries is exponential in the dimension, consistent with the curse of
dimensionality that is known to affects k-d trees.
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q

q= (1,02)
(1,-

-

-)

(1r,r)

'FT2

V
(-*r

_*,0

Figure A-2: Ghost queries on a 2-torus

As potential future improvements, it could be worth investigating whether
Assumption A. 1 can be relaxed to enable the treatment of a wider class of topologies and eliminate the need for explicitly merging the results of sequential vanilla
queries.
A conceptual step towards this could be to incorporate ghost queries into the
ball-hyperplane intersection procedure, where the ball BRk(q, r) is defined in Rk
as the preimage of the true metric ball on the manifold through the covering map,
namely

3

Ik(q, r)

= p-[B(x, r)].
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